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CHRITCH

Welcome to Abu Dhabi

Acrylic & Sand on Canvas

29” x 24”

Chritch in her Studio

A

n intricate mosaic of geometric shapes forms the dynamic
surface of artist Chritch’s canvases, intersected with
delicate lines that encompass her paintings and add vitality
and movement that brings her works to life. The subtleties
of the surface finish owe much to her use of acrylic, which
she also sometimes mixes with collage elements including
paper, palm fronds and sand. The rapidity with which the
acrylic dries makes it incredibly versatile. Painting in thin
washes, she builds the pigments up in layers giving a glazed,
translucent finish—this, combined with her unique mix of
media, allows Chritch to build up depth and complexity on
the flat surface. She employs a muted palette, but works
nonetheless within a wide range, placing ashen reds with
smouldering ochres and tan, juxtaposed with pastel blues
and white. It is her mosaicism that allows such variation,
using a myriad of colors that remain subtle and harmonious,
rather than the loud and clashing expressions of a rainbow
brush. Chritch leaves her creative process free and open to
expression as she works into the paintings. None of them
are planned and the process begins directly on the canvas.
Colors and shapes merge and transform as an abstract
composition forms. From out of this abstraction, characters
and objects emerge and fix themselves, accruing color and
texture around them. It is only once the entire process is
complete that Chritch stands back to view her work critically
and analyze it, giving whatever title suits the completed
work.
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The Pianist

Acrylic & Collage on Canvas

22” x 39”

The figures in Chritch’s work are portrayed with their eyes
closed, as if in constant reverie or trance. The paintings
are an exploration of the depths of the human soul, with
its many-layered subtleties and fractured harmony, and as
such, the works possess an incredible presence combined
with delicate lightness.
Chritch has exhibited internationally to great acclaim. Born
in Cairo to an Armenian family, she has always had a strong
sense of multicultural identity which she has carried with
her from Montreal to Paris and through to the UAE where
she currently resides.
Websites: www.chritchgallery.com
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Chritch.aspx

DAN OBANA

Pitfall

Digital Print on Canvas

35.5” x 47”

Dan Obana in his Studio

W

e tend to think of digital and analog art-making practices
as antithetical or incompatible, but in Dan Obana’s
work the two styles and strategies strike a unique balance.
Based in Tokyo, he was working as a graphic designer when
he developed a digital technique based on the 19th century
Japanese woodblock printing tradition Hanga. After dubbing
this new method Digital Hanga, Obana began to explore
its myriad possibilities. By melding collage, photography,
print-making and even sculptural three-dimensional shading
effects, he crafts meticulous digital prints whose intricate
details act like so many building blocks in the spectacularly
patterned compositions.
His rich canvases reward both distant and close readings,
with small fragments of images and text presenting viewers

Present Age

Digital Print on Canvas

18” x 24”

with a puzzle-like enigma that also contributes
to the overall mosaic quality of each work.
Many pieces feature silhouettes, bodies and
faces, but these human figures are never the
sole focus. They exist on a picture plane that
Obana fractures, picks over and reassembles
in a thrilling patchwork. Especially in pieces
dominated by monochrome earth tones, he
performs radical experiments where bodies
and movements fault and crack like parched
desert ground. Appropriately, these fragmented
and reconstituted shapes often evoke Cubism,
as though we’re seeing one entity in multiple
states simultaneously.
When Obana’s collage prints are more extremely
disjointed, the effect is closer to Dadaism.
Chunks of photographs and typography float
in patterns of scraps and shapes, and formal,
abstract properties like color, shape, rhythm
and composition become the most striking. He
updates the flattened picture planes of 20th century collage
by reintroducing depth and suggestions of pictorial space.
His Digital Hanga technique makes the distinction between
volume and flatness virtually imperceptible. The resulting
optical illusions give the impression of bas-relief collections
of images, type and tones, despite being printed flat onto
canvases. Obana’s work explores spaces that are collapsed
planes one moment and mysterious depths the next. At the
crackling edge where exquisite surfaces split and peel to
reveal eerie chasms, he invites us to discover inner spaces.
Websites: http://hobana.cocolog-nifty.com
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Dan_OBANA.aspx
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A

nnie Seddon’s pastel, charcoal and watercolor portraits
come to life due to her unconventional style and her
insightful approach to her subject matter. Never satisfied
with the standard, traditional portrait, Annie presents her
subjects through subtle variations of technique; she uses
unique angles in the portraits, dramatic tableaus and deep
shading and coloring. The moods of her pieces range from
compassionate, melancholy and mournful, to humorous
and celebratory. By using soft shading with her pastels and
charcoals, Annie is able to sculpt her figures with pathos
and understanding. She captures people in unguarded
moments and tells a whole world of stories.
Annie originally started drawing wildlife portraits, and her
work in portraying a variety of animals reveals her deep
love of nature as well as her respect for its mysteries. Her
skills soon developed so that she found the desire and
inspiration to use people as her subjects; she has always
chosen to portray people who seemed to reach out and
demand her attention. Annie has said that she strives to
express the very essence of the soul of her subject through
her work. With her sensitivity to the human condition, as
well as a spiritual longing to communicate through her art,
Annie Seddon presents us with images that are powerful in
their compassion, as well as their humility.

ANNIE SEDDON

Sassy Lass

Pastel

22” x 28”

Websites: http://annieseddon.com
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Annie_Seddon.aspx

ERIN BREKKE CONN

Tulip Fever

Acrylic with Gloss Varnish

48” x 60”

E

rin Brekke Conn’s idiosyncratic paintings put a unique
spin on conventional nature painting. She loves the
organic intricacy of trees and she enhances that passion
by placing them within abstract or uniquely decorative
contexts and backgrounds. She also finds that the beauty
which trees embody inspires her to experiment with diverse
textures and different styles as well as mixed media. She
creates trees with repeated objects, human figures, stones
or molding paste. Her former career as an interior designer
has informed her artwork today, as each painting is also a
personal and aesthetic statement, each with its own unique
mood and emotional resonance.
All of Erin’s tree paintings are sealed with a high gloss finish
to give them a contemporary look and also so they can
be touched and dramatically reflect the light. This tactile
quality and the personal relationship with the painting’s
environment both add to the unique flavor of her work. With
each painting, we also get a confident sense of her personal
take on the impressions her raw material makes on her. Erin
Brekke Conn’s sensitivity to varying visual styles speaks
to her instincts for color, form and her exceptional use of
diverse materials, all of which makes her one of the most
celebrated artists coming out of Canada today.
Websites: www.runawaypalette.com
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Erin_Brekke_Conn.aspx
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W

TERRY WANG

Messages From an Ancient Kingdom

Oil on Canvas

ith his delicate yet vigorous brushwork, Terry Wang’s
paintings capture the mystery and wonder of ancient
civilizations, as well as the interplay of stone and sky, with
light thrusting itself upon cliff faces and crumbling ancient
monuments. He has traveled to western Tibet to paint
the ruins of the ancient Guge kingdom, and these works
skillfully capture the grandeur and enigma contained in
these crumbling structures. Terry’s attention to detail and
obvious passion for his subject matter brings out the beauty
and tranquility of his images, especially the exquisite details
of his ancient dancing figures and ceremonial Tibetan
costumes. His work process is very spiritual and he strives
to infuse the ideas of soulfulness, serenity, and clarity into
his paintings. For Terry, the vocation of the artist is about
listening to his heart in the creative moment, and defining
that feeling through his art. This passion has influenced
his choice to work as a plein-air artist, whether in the early
morning at the foot of a mountain, in the moonlight on the
seashore, or on the plateaus of Tibet. In every aspect of
his work, Terry strives to connect with his deepest self as
well as that of the viewer; with his beautiful and haunting
images, he accomplishes his goal.

29” x 36”

Websites: http://www.terrywangtw.com/index.php
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Terry_Wang.aspx
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MARCELA

Medas

Acrylic & Collage on Canvas

36” x 36”

Topar

Acrylic & Collage on Canvas

36” x 36”

L

ike an intimate window into the primal elements at the
heart of our world, surges of vibrant color and lushly
textured shapes thrive on Marcela’s canvases with barely
contained energy. Her abstract paintings fully embrace the
mystery of nature, in which distinct particles come together
to create beautiful, mesmerizing patterns. This richly organic
aesthetic, a confluence of discrete parts and a visual sense
of flow, also has a direct parallel in her creative process, a
fervently held personal vision, which she transfers to the
canvas.
Although her choice of materials has evolved, from oils to
acrylics and collage, Marcela has always placed her faith
in subjective inspiration. Marcela’s true muse comes from
her unconscious, not from outside objects or preconceived
ideas. For Marcela, the work process is about letting what
is inside come out, an internal exploration brought forth
and presented as a form of personal communication from
her to us. She is also deeply spiritual in her art in that she
regards herself as a mere guide to these visions, as well as
a navigator through the impressions of what she calls her
personal journey in search of self.
For Marcela, a canvas is a place where the unknown can
be manifest. This process leads to her vivid, stunning arrays
of form and motion, like stained glass figures come alive,
animating a world of sensations, which would otherwise lie
dormant. To pass along these feelings to the viewer is a major
inspiration for Marcela. She strives to communicate through
her work at a visceral level beyond conscious thought.
They say truth is beauty. This is an idea that has been
gorgeously manifest in Marcela’s paintings, through which
8 ArtisSpectrum

Marcela in her Studio

one soul has transferred her honest impressions. If we allow
ourselves, and are equally honest, we take them in and are
nourished emotionally and spiritually..
Born in Buenos Aires, Argentina, Marcela currently lives and
works in the San Francisco Bay Area of California.
Websites: http://www.marcela.cc
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Marcela.aspx

MARK WARD

Reed Nest II

Acrylic on Canvas

16” x 16”

M

ark Ward has two feet outstretched; one remains in
England, while the other is firmly planted in Africa.
With amazing invention and a product designer’s sense
for construction, Ward paints a fascinating and surreal
world for our delight. His paintings are bright and clean
with an unusual cast of characters. Insects, birds, and
even elephants are rendered with a plastic sheen that is
illustrative yet sculptural. Ward has a dazzling sense of
rendering environments, we find ourselves in a jungle or
forest, plains or mangrove, with all the trappings of an
industrial origin. One may recognize the familiar flora within
Ward’s environment, plastic tubing, pipe cleaners and
cardboard sprout and arch toward the edges of the picture.
He will often complement sketchbook studies by building
sculptures out of real materials and found objects, lighting
them like a stage. This approach allows a completely
dreamlike world to have an air of reality. “Painting is my way
of dreaming myself elsewhere,” he states. “All the life of the
forest, swamp, and savannah is played out by creatures
made of paper, plastic and string, as consciously posed and
lit as any actor.” In this artifice, there is no room for strife or
violence, his is a world of peace and perfection, and we are
all invited. Ward lives and works in Suffolk, England.
Websites: www.markwardart.co.uk
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Mark_Ward.aspx

W

ith her paintings that are vividly allegorical in nature,
lCUEVAS deliberately blurs superficial distinctions
between skin, flora and stone, and generates a holistic
sensibility which speaks of an artistic intensity and
deep commitment to sensory experiences. lCUEVAS
also develops a narrative strategy in her work, and her
composition regularly points to larger metaphorical issues.
Her concerns are informed by her parochial elementary
school upbringing in addition to her personal, philosophical
and aesthetic explorations. One theme that she explores is
the mythology of humankind’s fall from grace and expulsion
from the Garden of Eden, for which the biblical character Eve
was unfairly blamed. As a result, the visually lush shapes of
fruit, forbidden or not, figure largely in her works.
lCUEVAS’ brushwork is confident and free, yet also
disciplined, which matches her strong composition and
skilled arrangement of forms. Like Georgia O’Keefe,
lCUEVAS uses the natural world as a starting point through
which to put forth her aesthetic and personal ideas. The
outlines embedded in leaves are visually echoed in the
shadows that might be playing upon skin or rock. In this
way, lCUEVAS reveals the universality of patterns in both
the organic and inorganic, and she embraces the beauty
inherent in the natural world, from flowers to stones to water,
as well as the wide range of human desires and ideals.

ICUEVAS

Homage to O’Keefe 2

Oil on Canvas

16” x 16”

Websites: www.llcuevas.com
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/lCUEVAS.aspx
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MICHELANGELO MANDICH

Arlecchino

San Marcuola

Oil on Canvas

Oil on Canvas

27.5” x 39”

20” x 20”

M

ichelangelo Mandich presents to us striking vistas
with an eerie, spectral lightness which frequently
contain isolated figures. The scenes are surrealist,
allegorical—buildings and figures twist and buckle, figures
remain inconcrete, out of context and solid forms writhe.
These scenes exude a powerful feeling of stillness despite
all the movement, which is perhaps what contributes to the
otherworldly, borderline melancholic feel to the paintings.
Out of the calm emerges a clarity not like that of emerging
reality, but instead more redolent of the certainties of a lucid
dream.
Mandich possesses a wonderful mastery of oils, employing
them subtly to build layers of soft texture which add depth
to the otherwise flat surfaces. His brushstrokes no longer
visible, the surfaces glow with static energy. Mandich tends
towards a palette of varied hues of blue, so that dusk is
eternal in his paintings. Lifted by the glow of brick red, ochre
and burnt umber, which add depth and tone, these outdoor
scenes are lit as if by artificial light.
It is to the masters of the Italian Renaissance that Mandich
turns for guidance and inspiration. Carpaccio, Giorgione,
Titian—themselves admirers of the ancient masters—bring
myriad Classical influences into Christian art. Mandich
is an inheritor of this tradition, employing Christian and
mythological symbolism into his works. Sometimes these
express hidden meaning, but they are also sometimes
there to obfuscate and confuse the viewer, so that we must
be constantly aware and attentive in Mandich’s presence.
These works are not easily readable—they are intentionally
complex and demanding of the viewer, exacting from them
the same high standards they themselves embody.
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Michelangelo Mandich in his Studio

In creating his works, Mandich encapsulates his emotions
and experiences as if the paintings are in some way a votive
confession, making everything plain in coded detail. The
confessions of his painted world of surreal magic illuminate
dusk for us all.
Michelangelo Mandich was born in Venice. Despite moving
through many Italian cities, it is Venice that echoes through
his paintings.
Website:

www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Michelangelo_Mandich.aspx

AGA CELA
W

hile the German-born artist Aga Cela occasionally
paints landscapes, flowers, and still lifes, the majority
of her works focus on a single figure—a man, woman, or
child—whom she depicts in a powerfully stylized manner.
Aga Cela works from photographs of the subject, someone
she knows, conjuring the composition from her knowledge
of the individual combined with her personal artistic intuition.
The resulting creations, typically executed in oil on linen,
rely on the careful blending of color, line, and shadow to
offer a powerful and immediate impression of the subject’s
natural disposition. Her artistic technique shifts with respect
to the person at hand. At times the strokes run seamlessly
together, creating areas of softly transitioning tones and
forms that gently flow into each other. At other times the
brushwork is quite distinct, as if certain strokes stand on
their own to emphasize key moments in or elements of
the composition. This altering of technique contributes
to the distinct mood conveyed by each work, providing a
glimpse of the individual as well as insight into his or her
particular character. A jocular smile, a pensive stare, an
anxious glance, an innocent gaze—such clear and emotive
expressions communicate the intended atmosphere of the
painting in which they appear, bolstered by auxiliary, and at
times fanciful background details such as flowers, draped
furniture, animals, and instruments. Regardless of these
supporting elements, our focus is drawn to the human
subject, as Aga Cela unmistakably intends. The artist
uses her paintings to express the “optical and emotional

Clown Oil on Linen

59” x 47”

impressions” she absorbs from those around her. Indeed,
Aga Cela’s works capture and reflect the essence of these
unique individuals, to whom we can all relate.
Born in Heinsberg, Germany, Aga Cela currently resides
in the Netherlands where she teaches art, French and
classical philology. She and her husband, a still-life painter,
regularly organize exhibitions at their private atelier.
Website:www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Aga_Cela.aspx

Aga Cela in her Studio

Meta 2 Oil on Linen

16” x 12”
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JANE SANDES

Pearler

Abstract Red

B

Resin

11” x 16” x 11”

20” x 7” x 15”

razilian artist Jane Sandes’ dazzling, bright and
enigmatic resin sculptures evoke forms at once natural
and artificial, familiar and mysterious. Her training and
accomplishments as a painter, sculptor and architect are
apparent in every folding, crinkled, curving shape. She
uses color both to serve her expressive ends and as a pop
art device, deploying strong tones like yellows and reds to
evoke spry passion and humor. Each sculpture features only
one color, one continuous component and material plane,
with various levels, plateaus, ridges and rivets leading the
eye through a series of movements and pauses over the
entire piece. These integrated objects are, in fact, radically
fragmented. Sandes acknowledges similarities between
her work and that of Constantin Brancusi, but points to
Donald Judd’s colorful minimalism as the more apt parallel.
Like his abstract forms, her sculptures are simultaneously
stripped and intricate, offering a smoothed and complete
object whose multitudinous corners and contortions remain
evasive.
In discussing the inspiration for these iconic objects, Sandes
notes the influence of the architecture in the region of Brazil
where she lives, the shapes and translucent qualities of
waves and precious stones, and the visual motifs of shells
and urban systems. Certain of her brighter, opaque pieces
also resemble the peeled skin of some odd, octagonal fruit,
its outer shell meticulously removed in one continuous strip
of gleaming yellow. Regardless of the figurative objects
they evoke, Sandes’ sculptures invite complete and total
exploration from all sides and angles, calling to mind
something akin to the three-dimensional equivalent of M.C.
Escher’s famous staircases. We are able to roam Sandes’
sculptures safely in any direction we see fit, though. Their
alternately gleaming, matted or boldly colorful surfaces
are free from gravity or direction, strikingly new yet oddly
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Resin

Jane Sandes in her Studio

timeless and familiar. Neither static nor discernibly dynamic,
these surfaces with distinct spatial, architectural properties
invite us in and keep us moving, offering pauses on flat
planes amidst cascading, rippling forms before urging our
eyes onward. Sandes’ uniquely fluid and calm works are
both therapeutic and invigorating.
Website: www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Jane_Sandes.aspx

TETSUO TAKASHIMA

KENSUKE SHIMIZU

J

apanese artist, Tetsuo Takashima’s, intense study
of the possibilities of the visual line through computer
graphic technology has yielded unique images which are
also as much about the space between the lines. It is
through this skilled manipulation of space and the aesthetic
gesture of the line that the true pathos, humor and sensitivity
of his work comes through. Tetsuo pays close attention to
shading as well, and at times the images can be busy with
a world of colors and shapes, but whether he is conjuring
ocean waves or wildlife with softly meandering lines, or the
stress of contemporary life with a jumble of colors and jittery
shapes, he remains committed to presenting the subject
matter in its deepest expression.
Though his images vary in degree between abstract and
representational styles, the unique spin on his subject matter
always comes through fully in his pieces. The viewer’s gaze
takes in the completeness of his graphics, as he masterfully
draws our attention across the image; there is never a dull
space in Tetsuo’s work, and we are always deeply engaged.
His skilled use of the artistic space is matched by his color
choices and distinctive point of view. Tetsuo Takashima’s
work is constantly surprising, continually engaging.
Websites: www.tt-web.info
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Tetsuo_Takashima.aspx

Around the Theater Acrylic & Ink on Canvas

22” x 18”

K

Lively and Lonely

Computergraphic Painting

29” x 20”

ensuke Shimizu’s imaginative acrylic and ink paintings
on canvas call attention to his environmentalist mission
with a new and creative method. Although the flattened
areas of color, outlined in solid darker hues evidence the
influence of the Japanese printmaking technique of ukiyo-e,
using his own carefully crafted symbology, Shimizu employs
motifs such as bicycles, shoes, and hats and interweaves
them with the written word to produce a body of paintings
that highlights the important relationship between man and
nature. Employing a diverse palette of highly saturated, bold
colors, including crimson red, brilliant blue, vibrant yellow,
and even bright white, his works make up a unified whole,
expressing a carefully thought-out artistic perspective.
Echoing the lyrical simplicity of his paintings’ composition,
the artist frequently inscribes their surfaces with original
poems, which are filled with dreamlike language and
surrealistic narratives. It is easy to see why he cites music
as another key influence in both his life and in his art making
process, for his paintings reverberate with a delightful
musicality. Tracing his richly concentrated hues and lines
across the canvas, the eye dances to the visual rhythm,
one stroke at a time.
Born in Japan, Kensuke Shimizu has studied language
and art extensively throughout the world. After living and
attending school in Minnesota, Shimizu now lives and works
in Turku, Finland.
Websites: www4.ocn.ne.jp/~kensuke/sub1.html
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Kensuke_Shimizu.aspx
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URI MAHLEV

Gaze
Excentric

Digital Print on Canvas

Digital Print on Canvas

26” x 43”

32” x 47”

I

sraeli photographer, Uri Mahlev, is an artist with purpose
and vision. His digital prints on canvas are large and
imposing, beckoning our attention with a magnetic strength.
A survey of his work reveals wide and variegated interests;
he is comfortable working with both man-made and natural
settings, creating expansive tableaus or crafting virtually
abstract images. Aesthetic considerations are generally the
vanguard of each photo, yet we often can feel that some
event or truth lies beyond the picture plane. “I try to build
a tension, a space, a gap between the immediately seen
subjects and the unseen happening,” Mahlev explains.
“That creative, dynamic, tense space enables the viewer to
react and interact with an inner motion and feeling, forming
something new.” Details may remain obfuscated, and time
and place no longer matter since we are visitors in his
world. This is the beauty of Mahlev’s work; he is persistently
asking us to question what we are seeing and what we are
feeling in response.
Motion, rhythm, and repetition, alongside a limited palette,
allow curious forms, both solid and ephemeral, to dominate
the picture. Roads stretch outward across rolling hills in
deep perspective, taking our eyes and spirits along for
the ride. Other photographs find him in a more peaceful,
introspective state, particularly notable in the case of
his portraits, which continue to pique our interest with
psychological drama. Often the subjects will have their faces
obscured and their attention directed away from the viewer,
or will be represented as toiling in an epic dance of work
and play. These images are among his most enigmatic and
haunting, for they resonate deeply with our own sense of
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Uri Mahlev in his Studio

purpose, struggling in relative obscurity amongst the other
inhabitants of this immense world.
Mahlev has had a long relationship with photography,
beginning at the age of eight. He is now a practicing
psychologist, which he finds adds a deeper insight into the
creative and intuitive aspect of picture taking. He exhibits
frequently in Tel Aviv and New York and has had works
featured in several publications. Mahlev lives and works in
Israel.
Websites: www.urimahlev.com
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Uri_Mahlev.aspx

SEO JO

Inseparables #126

Black & White Paper Print

14” x 30”

Inseparables #161

Black & White Paper Print

14” x 30”

S

eo Jo’s breathtaking black and white photographs
of the natural landscape underscore the intrinsic,
unbreakable link between man and nature. Against a light
gray backdrop, jagged leafless tree branches create an air
of mystery, while unforgiving craggy rocks soar upward to
evoke the sublime. But amid such awe-inspiring beauty,
man imparts his delicate presence.
Intentionally marring the purity of the wilderness with the
hand of man, Jo’s photographs are a constant reminder that
despite our efforts, the human lifecycle runs concurrently
with that of nature. As all are born of it and exist within it,
so too shall all return once more. Jo often incorporates
a self-portrait into the dramatic and stark landscapes
she photographs. However, since the human figures
remain blurry and indistinguishable, they also function
as a representative of mankind as a whole. Rendered in
dramatically shaded grayscale, the landscape takes on a
stark, somber feeling, lending a weighty balance to the wispy
shapes made by man. In doing so, Jo eloquently points out
the relative impermanence of human life in comparison to
that of nature.
In this way, Jo’s photographs are elevated from the realm
of the documentarian or aesthetic to that of the didactic,
uplifting and inspiring. By illustrating not only man’s fragility
but nature’s sublime power, Jo silently yet effectively
conveys her message: that no matter how one tries to break
free, man and nature are in the end one entity.
Born in Korea, Seo Jo relocated to the United States to

Seo Jo in her Studio

continue her formal artistic training. Following a severe
injury, Jo experienced a revolutionary shift in her art making
pursuits. Once driven by a self-gratifying impulse, Jo now
creates her work for more universal appreciation.
Seo Jo lives and works in New Jersey and has exhibited
widely along the East Coast and in Korea.
Website: www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Seo_Jo.aspx
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Spotlight on John Nieman: Art of the Everyday
An interview with John Nieman by Angela Di Bello

Incidentally, I did not start out this way. My initial work was
purely visual, mostly in the medium of pastels. I still love
the medium, and usually do one or two new pieces a year in
that style. But I began to gravitate towards a combination of
pictures and underlying typed images. I started by painting
over sheet music, and liked the effect and the layers of
meaning. Gradually, I evolved into creating my own lists.
I sometimes call them visual riddles. I have now done
more than 90 in this series, and still have at least 20 more
subjects in the pipeline.
WHICH COMES FIRST, THE PICTURE OR THE
WORDS?
Neither. For me, it’s all about the concept or the idea.
Sometimes, I’ll struggle with an anchoring visual.
Sometimes, I’ll be stumped with the list. With the kind
of work I create, that usually means it’s not a very good
idea, so I scrap it or at least shelve it. I prefer to have a
fully loaded, double-barrel approach. However, in the final
analysis, it’s the picture that must pull the weight. It’s the
picture that must attract and entice.
The list becomes a residual tickle that adds some extra
layer of added meaning.
HOW DO YOU HELP PEOPLE SEE WHAT THEY
HAVE SEEN THEIR ENTIRE LIVES IN A COMPLETELY
DIFFERENT WAY?
For me, that’s the challenge I tackle with every single piece
of art. I tend to see ordinary, everyday objects and imagine
unusual connections and meanings in those pieces. For
example, what does it mean to be a life saver? What’s it
take to be a
hard hat? Who has a crush? Are apples and oranges all
that different from each other? Beyond the extra potassium,
what are the characteristics of the great second banana?
And then I try to capture my interpretation of the topic, in
a way that combines a bold visual image, underscored with
a list of free-associated names, thoughts, and phrases.
WHY THE COMBINATION OF WORDS AND VISUALS?
ISN’T A PICTURE WORTH A THOUSAND WORDS?
The picture definitely must predominate, since we
increasingly live in a visual world. But it’s undeniable that
we also live in a multi-tasking, multi-image world. Every
single day, we are bombarded with messages. Ever watch
cable news? There are often two or three images on
the screen, and a scroll of words running on the bottom.
Somehow, we have become accustomed to processing all
this information. We are able to order it in our mind, and
self-select the most interesting, most relevant information.
I simply put that process into a two-dimensional piece.
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THERE IS A POP QUALITY TO YOUR WORK.
INTENTIONAL?
Very intentional. From the very beginning, I absolutely
adored Andy Warhol’s celebration of Brillo, Lichtenstein’s
reinterpretation of comic book visuals. I also admired
Duane Hanson’s celebration of middle-class mall people,
and Edward Hopper’s sense of heroic, high-noon isolation.
I just loved the fact that they could make me reexamine
what I thought I saw every day.
But for me, the pop world is more than an artistic influence.
I spent more than a few decades as the world-wide creative
director of some big ad agencies. In that field, you are
trained to glorify the mundane, and leverage popular
culture. I was always bowled over by the fact that, even in
the far reaches of the planet, more people knew Coca-Cola
and Michael Jordan than the vice president of the United
States or Nobel prize winners.
I freely admit to being a vulture of pop culture. Like most
people today, it is our ongoing, addictive reality. Otherwise,
why would we be riveted to O.K.? Trial, Anna Nichol’s death,
and Michael Jackson’s will? It just interests us more than
understanding the intricacies of health care. Consequently,
I freely use their names, their acknowledged quotes,
and other free-associated pop thoughts in my pieces.
Sometimes, the references are a little obscure. I happen to
like that, since a curve ball is always more provocative than

the obvious straight line.
HOW DO YOU MARKET YOURSELF?
With some difficulty. Quite frankly, I so much prefer the
creation of art to the business of “selling yourself.” And
yet, I come from the marketing world, so I appreciate the
importance of that.
To be perfectly honest, the greatest impetus I had was
signing up for representation at Agora Gallery. Instantly,
I thought to myself, “Oh, my god, what if I sell some? I
better get busy and create some new work.” And so I did.
The more I created the more outlets
I needed. I began to enter more
and more national and international
shows. And I got in—not all of them,
but a good percentage. For the past
several years, I have been fortunate
to be included in 7-8 juried shows a
year. I set a goal of exhibiting work
in every region of the country. Last
year, I was also invited to exhibit in a
German gallery. And next year, I will
have a solo show sponsored by the
city of Las Vegas.

So I create art non-stop for 9-12 months. And then I am
exhausted. After some weeks, I then delve into writing for
6 months or so. And then I go back to art. And then I try
something new with words. I am able to compartmentalize.
More accurately, I can’t easily do both at the same time.
However, the yang-yang is very satisfying. I remember
reading an article about Tony Bennett, who creates art and
(obviously) sings. He says that as a result, he never really
needs an escape vacation, since his competing passions
provide that. I agree. However, a week in Rio might be

And then I took some matters in
my own hands. I published a book
called “Art of Lists.” It included 45
of my paintings, and I accompanied
each picture with a short verse which
either explained my journey, or put
a fun punctuation mark on it. I Domino Effect Mixed Media on Paper 26” x 38”
was reviewed well. It doesn’t sell much, but it’s a damn nice.
impressive piece to send to galleries. I am convinced that WHAT IS YOUR PROCESS? HOW DO YOU CREATE A
it has resulted in several shows.
PIECE OF ART?
First, I think of the idea. I gain inspiration from the grocery
I have now published my second book of art and poetry. aisles, the local hardware store, and yard sales. I come up
Not surprisingly, it is called “Art of more lists.” I like doing with a theme, and an arresting visual. If I am satisfied with
these, if for no other reason than posterity. When I am no that, I come up with a list of luminaries, and usually have
longer around, my kids will be able to share it with their as- fun with that.
of-yet unborn kids.
I have that list run off on cold-press watercolor paper, and
take some reference photos of my still life idea. Thanks
ARE YOU TORN BETWEEN PAINTING AND WRITING?
to EBay, I can find just about any props I ever want. If
No. I want to do both. Always. I know this flies in the face you can think of a prop (no matter how obscure), you
of isolating priorities, and eliminating other distractions. But can normally secure it for 75 cents more than the next
the fact is I love doing both too much to give up either one. bidder. Sometimes, I compile these reference photos for
composition. Sometimes, I will use live reference, but I
I have written novels. I wrote “The Wrong Number One,” usually have some photographic reference, since I depend
which is about the music business. I also wrote “Blue a lot on height/width dimension.
Morph,” which deals with kidnapping envy. It has been
optioned for a screenplay, and I have written three versions I used to paint in a quiet place in the basement. With four
so far. Welcome to the endless black hole of Hollywood! I kids in the house, it’s the only place where I can hear no
have also just published a very cute children’s book called noise, and no requests to “take me to the movies.” I like
“The Amazing Rebating.” Unlike the darkly comic novels, the oasis, but the light is no good. Lately, I’ve moved my
this is adorable.
base of operation to the kitchen, which streams natural
light. Sometimes, I paint outside, but the temptations of a
When I write it is consuming, and unbreakable. But I only suburban pool and gardens sometimes pull me away from
do so when I feel the need for a “breather” from art.
the subject at hand.
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I almost always secure scans high-quality; professional
scans of my work, and occasionally run off prints. It’s rather
expensive to do so, but I am still bedeviled to part with
work with no personal record of the piece whatsoever.
WHAT IS YOUR MOST SATISFYING PART OF THE
PROCESS?
The idea stage. And the final touches. I hate to admit it,
but I don’t really love the mid-process. It still scares the shit
out of me. With watercolor, I always worry that I will make
an irrevocable mistake. Occasionally, I do, and throw away
the uncompleted
painting. I’ve become better and recognizing when a piece
isn’t going to “make it.”

The Big Apple

Mixed Media on Paper

27” x 33.5”

I’ve also become better at a successful completion rate.
WHERE DO YOU COME UP WITH IDEAS? Absolutely
everywhere—in the grocery aisle, at the greengrocer, at the
bar, at a restaurant. Recently, I thought of a piece called
“Good fortunes,” at a Chinese restaurant, and couldn’t
resist writing the list during my son’s graduation (shame on
me). This is the curse of being creative. It can and should
occur anytime, anyday, anywhere. Lately, my kids have
been phoning in ideas—from London, from Philadelphia,
from Santa Fe. It has become a family obsession.
GIVE US AN EXAMPLE OF ONE OF YOUR UNDERLYING
LISTS
I had a kick creating this list for a piece I called, “…since
sliced bread”.” I instantly came up with the visual: A
glorious shot of everyday Wonder bread with shafts of light
from God illumining this “gift to earth.” In contrast to this, I
came up with a rather
Arbitrary list of the greatest inventions, at least in my
opinion:
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The personal computer. The ipod. The microwave. Antilock brakes. The Pill. The DVD. The VCR. Cell phones.
Luggage with wheels.
Air conditioning. Antibiotics.The escalator.
Digital
photography.
The seedless Watermelon. Plastic. Television. The Internet.
Solar Power. Laser surgery. Contact lenses. Teflon.
Velcro. ATM’s. answering machines. Snowboards. Wraps.
Teleconferencing. The remote control. Power steering.
Egg beaters. Polyester.
Hair extensions. Bottled water. Icemakers. Digital
blackboards.
The three point play. Google. TIVO. Home-made, unsliced
bread.
YOU SEEM TO HAVE HAD A LATE
START IN THIS ART WORLD. ANY
REGRETS?
Some misgivings, but no drastic
regrets.
I am now 60, but can
hardly believe it. I was raised in a
Midwestern, post-war, baby boomer
“achiever” mentality. Consequently,
I was driven to pursue creativity at a
profit. I was fortunate enough to land
a challenging job, and eventually
create a financial future for 5 kids.
For the most part, I gained much
from that year. In retrospect, I wish
I had chosen art 5-10 years earlier,
but in the grand scheme of things, it’s
inconsequential. I figure I still have
15-20 good productive years. I think
art will actually extend my life. When
I am given the chance to give advice
to young kids, I do advise them to
pursue art full time. This is driven
by a late-life realization I have that “If
you have god-given talent, you must
pursue it. You have no option. No out. In fact, the only real
“sin” in life is to have a creative gift, and squander it.”
WHEN IS IT TIME TO MOVE ON TO YOUR NEXT
“STAGE?”
Not yet. When I told a respected fine artist I was ready to
move on, he gave me sage advice. As long as you are in a
fertile stage, thinking of new ideas, you are not
“done” with your current genre. You will tire of your current
style before anyone else does. Stick with it until you are
spent. Time will tell you when to move on.
DO YOU HAVE A NEXT “PHASE?”
Yes, but I am reluctant to express it until I do it. As any
creative person knows, explaining before the fact eliminates
the need to actually create/actualize the vision.
FAMOUS LAST WORDS?
Live creatively. Paint with a passion. Die happy.

Jimmies

Mixed Media on Paper

35” x 28”
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MILT MASUR

Bend in the River

F

Mixed Media Bas Relief/Collage on Panel

33” x 49”

or Milt Masur, creating colorful bas-relief art works
- at once paintings and sculptures - comes from a
desire to interpret the world through art. He refers to the
book by Cynthia Freeland, But Is It Art? in which one
interpretation of art is … “continuing examination of
our perceptual awareness and a continuing expansion
of our awareness of the world around us.” Masur puts
it slightly differently: “Creativity in general and art in
particular constantly re-shape our perception of our outer
environment as it interacts with our inner selves.” Of the
many ways to be creative, visual art has the advantage
of uniting these interactions by capturing a meaningful
moment in time.
The Brooklyn born, Long Island based artist and still
practicing physician thinks that creativity is a physiological
part of human nature, and credits his medical experience
as one of the shapers of his humanistic ethos. His
evocative paintings provide a tension between surface
and depth, the tactile and the visual, the durable and the
fleeting, perhaps in some way illustrating our constant
search into the exterior and interior world.
He applies enamel and oil paints on bas-relief/collages
to create three dimensional pictures. There is a sense
of colorful, dense excitement in his sweeping, elegant
landscapes. There are broad vistas of mountain ranges,
coastal cliffs, desert expanses and serene woodlands
rendering eloquent, personalized spaces. Masur
captures the sheen of moving water and gently swirling
reeds, building the textured surfaces with layer after
layer of color. The sculptural and collage elements give
palpable interpretations of the subjects he paints and
provide a powerful sense of identity; the applied color

Oregon Beach

Mixed Media Bas Relief/Collage on Panel

provides nuance and mood; the combination, sometimes
a feeling of wonder. He uses a bold, natural palate rife
with brilliant hues. His style is a hybrid of figurativism and
impressionism with an occasional bow to abstraction.
His painting can be energetic and enchanting, even
mesmerizing, pulling our eyes around the picture plane
and into his beautiful world. He feels that the psychologist
Erik Erikson and the revolutionary feminist and antiageist, Betty Friedan, were correct in viewing generativity
versus stagnation as the central issue of life, and he tries
to impart this message in his art work.
Website:
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Milt_Masur.aspx

Milt Masur in his Studio
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33” x 49”

ALINA SHAPIRO

M

ystical, soulful, and introspective, Alina Shapiro’s
mesmerizing works of art provide fascinating insight
into the artist’s boundless imagination. Employing a unique
and highly innovative process, Shapiro delves deep into
her thoughts and allows her mind to wander through a
daydream, inventing narratives before applying her medium
to the surface. With her imagined characters as a source
of inspiration, Shapiro allows the brush or pencil to take
over and shape her creations almost subconsciously. This
process, in turn, fuels the driving force behind her work: the
desire to expose the subjective logic versus the logic of the
subject.
Mimicking her thought, patterns, shapes and colors across
the canvas meld, intermingle and combine, evoking a
somber and pensive mood. Relying on the human figure as
a constant source of subject matter, she works in varying
degrees of abstraction to evoke her desired effects. Areas
of color and texture are often fragmented, lending a mosaiclike feel to each work, and further revealing Shapiro’s
unusual creative impulses.
Born in Baku, Azerbaijan, the artist is profoundly influenced
by the emotional depth of the Russian literary tradition. Alina
Shapiro holds a Bachelor’s degree in architecture from the
Pratt Institute and currently lives and works in New York.
Websites: www.alinagallery.com
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Alina_Shapiro.aspx

From Childhood

Oil on Canvas

40” x 30”
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MARIALUISA SABATO

Twilight

Acrylic on Canvas

24” x 24”

W

ithin the luminous primary colors and stylised subjects
of Marialuisa Sabato’s paintings lies a deceptive
simplicity. We see flowers, fish, hillsides, but if we gaze for
a moment longer we discover an otherworldly quality to the
works. The skies are not real skies; the flowers are not real
flowers. They are instead the manifestations of Sabato’s
inner landscape and psyche, visibly expressed in paint so
as to communicate with the viewer.
Sabato uses a vibrant palette, often applying the paint
straight from the tube, and laying it down with wide, textured
brushstrokes. Her use of square-ended brushes on expansive
fields of color creates a feathered effect, allowing the hues
to blend directly on canvas where the edges merge. These
effects add to the otherworldly quality of Sabato’s work—the
tones glow as if lit from within by an incandescent haze. The
integrity of the pure colors lends her paintings a chromatic
strength that acts as the anchor of the works.
Sabato creates for us a direct window into her soul, and it
is clear that it is joyous within. On this, she herself says,
“This joy is my way of fighting the ugliness of the society
surrounding us.” In this way her works are both expressive
and escapist, capturing a spirit that calls for times and
values that have been lost. Sabato wishes for her paintings
to engage directly with the viewer and transport them to a
place beyond their problems, no matter how large or small.
She credits her optimistic outlook and ability to communicate
to the fact that she writes and illustrates children’s books.
With filters to block the heart, the mind can follow suit.
Marialuisa Sabato currently lives and works in Bari, Italy.
She is a painter and an author and illustrator of children’s
books who has won awards and exhibits widely.
Websites: www.gigarte.com/marialuisasabato
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Marialuisa_Sabato.aspx
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Harmonious Dance

Acrylic on Canvas

Marialuisa Sabato in her Studio

40” x 31.5”

JENIFER CAREY

Jazz Quartet VI

Jazz Dueto 3

Oil on Canvas

Oil on Canvas

32” x 39.5”

51” x 38”

I

t is nearly impossible to contemplate the works of
Jenifer Carey and not feel an overwhelming sense of
the overflowing joyous energy with which they are imbued.
Heavily influenced by daring masters of color such as Matisse,
Carey uses the warm, intense hues of the Mediterranean,
incorporating deep ultramarine blue, cream, red and ochre,
to build up her compositions and form her figures. In their
unadulterated state, the colors glow from the canvas, adding
to Carey’s masterly working of light, be it strong directional
beams from a window that hit the figures head-on or the
luminous yellow glow of indoor lighting. However, what
strikes one most about Carey’s works are their movement
and dynamism. Her generous stippled brush-marks make
surfaces ripple and support her compositions; these are
strongly directional, following the line of traditional basic
design to lead the eye fully through the painting along the
golden section. There are then opposing directional lines
that cut across the paintings, adding power and tension.
All of these individual factors come together in Jenifer
Carey’s work to produce wonderfully atmospheric paintings
which radiate the boldness and zest for life that she herself
feels. In many sense the works are expressionist, Carey
putting her energy and positive worldview directly into them.
Having been born into a privileged family, it was through her
work as a physiotherapist that she was able to realise fully

Jenifer Carey in her Studio

her desire to give something back to society rather than to
receive. It also gave her awareness of the transient nature
of existence – “Tomorrow is not promised to anyone – hence
my appreciation of life.” Carey’s appreciation of life and
the world around her was enhanced by her move to Spain
where she was able to experience the light, warmth, bustle
and vitality of the Mediterranean. This remains, along with
Jazz, literature and travel, her major inspiration.
Jenifer Carey moved from England to Spain where she
married and works as a physiotherapist. Her art continues
to drive and inspire her.
Websites: www.jenifercarey.com
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Jenifer_Carey.aspx
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Betsey Chesler’s Journey to South Africa
by Betsey Chesler
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A

s an artist, I feel there is nothing more gratifying than
being able to use your gift of art as a means in which
you are able to bring a greater level of social awareness
to the world. On that note, I decided to set out for South
Africa last summer where I would spend a month shooting.
My trip was two fold; first and foremost I wanted to volunteer, as I did, working with disease and poverty stricken
orphans. The second part of my mission was to document
the trip (shooting) every step of the way as any shrewd
photojournalist would do.

I arrived in South Africa, after much anticipation with an
artistic eye and ready to accept any challenges that may
come my way. As a photojournalist one must expect and
be willing to take on challenges, as you never really know
what the conditions will be prior to arriving at your location.
My trip kept me on my toes as each and every day I was
on the move to a new location; Some more palatable than
others. My days began by 6:00am, I’d travel the country all
day and shoot, and somewhere around midnight I would be
wrapping up the long day in my hotel room, and then it was
time to do my two forms of backup from the days shots.
This allowed me to feel assured that I wont lose my images
and I’d be ready to be on the move again in the morning.

“As I opened the door,
suddenly the entire building became silent, and
all eyes were on me.”

In hindsight, the preparation for the trip was half the battle!
Prior to a trip to a foreign country there is much to prepare
for beginning with your equipment. In my case i traveled
with three cameras, four lenses, extra batteries, chargers,
memory cards, a tripod,flash, an electrical converter, and a
handy little device called an Epson P5000 which was one
form of digital backup for me along with my laptop. Needless to say, my backpack was about one third of my body
weight. The most important message I’d like to send with
regard to the backpack is to ALWAYS keep it on your person, even while traveling. Nothing could be worse than
traveling across the world and upon landing you are told by
the airline that your backpack ful of your equipment is no
where to be found.

Each time I arrived at an Orphanage I was a bit tense, not
knowing how badly the children’s physical and or emotional
state might be. The very first Orphanage was overwhelming yet brought me a tremendous amount of joy. I was
traveling with a small group of Medical students from the
US that were all there to volunteer, and I found myself first
in line entering the Orphanage. As I opened the door, suddenly the entire building became silent, and all eyes were
on me. I was draped in cameras and other equipment and
didn’t want the children to be scared so at the entrance
way I sat down on the floor, took one random shot of some
of the children and then turned my camera around so they
could immediately see the image of themselves. One
brave child (none of which spoke English) approached me,
looked at my camera’s image and threw her arms around
me in a huge embrace. I tried to hold back, but I must admit
it brought tears to my eyes. In no time at all, all the kids
were rushing over to me...my work had just begun. I found
that if I could feel a connection to the children (even with
the language barrier in my way) that I would successfully
be able to photograph my subjects and have the images
accurately speak too my audience.
I found that South Africa was a country of polar opposites.
Cape Town was one of the more beautiful sights that I have
seen in my life. The neighborhoods were filled with brightly colored homes, so many facing my favorite spot of the
country; Cape Point, the southern most tip where the Indian
and Atlantic oceans merge. That part of the country was
very Mediterranean in feeling. It was spectacular as an
artist to have this backdrop. However, the converse was
only miles away. This was the first time in my life that I
was seeing such poverty, sickness, and lack of regard for
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human life as I did there. I say that even knowing that the
Apartheid movement has made positive changes already,
yet apparently there is much more to do.

With the help of my translator, I was invited into their huts. I
couldn’t have gotten much more up close and personal than
this. As a photojournalist I was at the edge of my seat with
excitement and fascination, asking many questions of them
and then shooting their huts, the surroundings and the refugees themselves. I remained focused to get my work done,
which was a great challenge in itself, as I wanted to help them
in any way possible. They only had the clothing on their
backs, their babies lying on the dirt floor of their huts, and
very little to eat or drink. They were gaunt, exhausted, and
probably afraid for their unknown future. I was later told by
my translator that they were so cordial to me in hopes that I
would expose their conditions and be able to help.
I traveled to South Africa as a humanitarian, a photojournalist, and an artist. For someone like myself, an artist/photographer working independently, I find that a little business
sense goes a very long way. I was fortunate enough to book
a solo Gallery show for this body of work prior to even going. I promoted my Fine Art with the concept that a portion
of all my proceeds would go directly back to the orphans
that I had visited, as well, I invited and was accompanied to
my exhibit by a diplomat from the South African Embassy in
Washington DC. My message here is that shooting the material is only one step in the process. A successful photojournalist and or photographer must wear several hats and
be prepared to take risks. Presently I am planning my next
destination to shoot and look forward to once again being
able to bring an ôawarenessö to all people on social issues
from around the world. For me, there is no greater gift than
using my art to help the less fortunate.

I designated a portion of my trip to visiting remote areas
where refugees had set up homes for themselves. I hired
a translator to take me to these villages and get me to meet
with the villagers. We drove in an open Jeep in the rain on
dirt roads for hours. Again, I wasn’t sure what I was about
to be faced with, yet I was so excited to do this. We came
upon some ôvillagesö, as they were referred to, and we
climbed out of the jeep and headed towards several huts
made out of cow manuer, dirt and twigs. One image I
shot was of a hut that had a red door; which later became
a centerpiece for my solo Gallery show featuring my South
African work.

“I couldn’t have gotten
much more up close
and personal than
this.”
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rawing on imagery that connects to ideas surrounding
family, collective memory and abandoned spaces,
Goodash creates works with poignant, often haunting
juxtapositions. He has developed his own technique by
which he collages or draws on a surface and then sets up a
photographic composition, a process he calls ‘Photodrawing’.
As a soldier during Israel’s 1973 war, Goodash happened
upon a photo album in a recently abandoned Egyptian
house. The intimate images of the memories and lives of
his ‘enemies’ deeply affected him—it inspired years later
his ‘Memories’ series in which he collages isolated family
photographs onto the barren walls of deserted houses. It is
the photographic prints that truly place the work. Goodash
has a rare talent for framing and composition, drawing the
viewer to the flecks of rust on corrugated iron, or the beauty
of the irregular pattern in brickwork. More recently, Goodash
has explored image layering using graphics programs on his
computer, giving him greater range and flexibility; one of his
aims for this work is to convince people that the computer
is “just one more tool that helps you to express a message
and not a foolish magic wand that performs tricks!” His
works highlight the many layers of human interaction and
the echoes we leave in the land and in each others’ lives.

GOODASH

Trapped 2

Digital Print on Canvas

24” x 35”

Websites: www.pbase.com/goodash
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Goodash.aspx

MARIA
LAURA PINI
Using a diverse
assortment of mediums, including
clay, metal, fabric,
paint, and wood,
Las mil y una Carved Wood 27.5” x 98.5”
Maria Laura Pini
channels her artistic energy to bring to life the cast of characters, which recount their very own unique narratives. Continually fascinated by the limitless possibilities of materials, Pini employs a unique process involving drawing, digital imaging, and
laser carving to slowly transform her works from raw materials
into astounding works of creativity. Her most recent works, almost entirely done in wood, are remarkable for not only their
exquisite craftsmanship, but for their emotional depth. Many of
her detailed carvings often explore the concept of womanhood,
theorizing through sculpture what it means to be female, so it
comes as no surprise that her work should employ the feminine
tradition of storytelling as a primary means. Ranging from the
humorously ironic to the poignant, to the dramatic, each work
tells a story, and thereby instantly engages the viewer.
Born in Buenos Aires, Maria Laura Pini lives and works in Argentina.
Websites: http://marialaurapini.com
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Maria_Laura_Pini.aspx

SHOICHI
MATSUMOTO
The 35 mm camera—
analog or digital—is the
tool utilized by the Japanese artist Shoichi
Matsumoto to reflect
his vision of the world.
In My Introspective Time 06
This self-taught phoBlack & White Analog Photography Manipulated tographer works in
in Photoshop 9” x 13.5”
black-and-white as well
as color, seeing each medium as unique and suited to specific
ends. He views black-and-white photography as “the mirror” of
both his own spirit and that of his subjects, a record of a moment in time that conveys the emotion of the photographer and
the object, person, or scene photographed. For Matsumoto,
color photography brings other issues to the fore, highlighting
the zone where “reality” and “fabrications of reality” intersect.
His color works focus on hues found within nature, tones he
feels are best expressed through representations of texture.
Importantly, the majority of Matsumoto’s photographs, whether
color or black-and-white, intentionally contain an element of
openness, allowing viewers to “utilize their imagination and create narratives of their own.” This wonderful ambiguity renders
Matsumoto’s art universally appealing.
Website:
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Shoichi_Matsumoto.aspx
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SACHIE KOYAMA

M60-1 Water

Oil on Canvas

32” x 52”

S

achie Koyama translates her sublime aesthetic vision
of nature through a variety of media, including pencil,
watercolor and oil. She has said that in her work she seeks
an exquisite balance of colors and shapes, and indeed her
watercolors in particular are explorations into the interplay
of rich tonal layers and painterly waves of color. They come
together with grace and beauty in her paintings, as the
distinct yet harmonizing shades support and complement
each other.
If her watercolors are about the balance and grandeur of
natural flow, then her work in pencil is about the details, the
microcosm to the macrocosm of her paintings. Her pencil
work is a passionate and exquisitely detailed investigation
of lines and how they can accumulate power and redefine
the space of the canvas. Sachie is often inspired by the
silhouettes of branches, the shapes of clouds, and the
sunlight as it plays on the water. Like an array of wildflowers,
her work in pencil often spreads energetically across the
landscape of her canvas, yet it is an energy which invites
the viewer’s gaze to explore the depths of the stunning
passion displayed there. As we take in Sachie Koyama’s
wide variety of strikingly unique work, we feel her inspiration
as well as her love of nature’s enigmas.
Website: www.sachiekoyama.com
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Sachie_Koyama.aspx

JACK CYMBER
NOBUYUKI
MATSUBARA

Jack
Cymber’s
spectacular
mixed
media compositions
layer
materials,
colors, textures and
forms, one on top of
the other, to create
beautifully complex
and
mesmerizing
abstract expressionist
canvases.
Though
Formation
the Canadian, IsraelDigital Mixed Media on Canvas 59” x 59”
based artist’s style of
paint application evokes Jackson Pollock, the incorporation
of found objects, rope, glass, metal, hair and more situates
his work within contemporary art’s multi-disciplinary approach
to traditionally separate media. Cymber combines cunning
aptitude for painterly brushstrokes and juxtapositions of color
with virtuoso sensitivity to sculptural qualities like texture and
relief.
These two rich facets of Cymber’s work—the painted and
the sculpted—combine fluidly rather than coexisting in strictly
delineated spaces. Embossed geometric planes and forms
become new compositional spaces for oils, acrylic paints,
tars and other media to be applied in bright drips or dark
gestural strokes. His playful paints take on wild and irrational
characteristics, while the fundamental order of gently sculpted
circles and squares organizes each canvas.

With bold colors,
graphic imagery, and
a pop sensibility, the
works of digital artist
Nobuyuki Matsubara
seamlessly
blend
the realms of art and
fashion into energetic
images
of
visual
synergy. Citing a far
ranging
selection
Doubt Digital Print on Canvas 21” x 21” of influences from
Japanese
manga
to Surrealism, Matsubara’s powerful works present new
computerized interpretations of the styles of screen printing
and collage made famous by iconic Pop artists like Andy
Warhol and Robert Rauschenberg to bring the movement
squarely into the 21st century. With work that is both culturally
relevant yet self-consciously retro, Matsubara’s works are,
at times, like a wink to the viewer. Delightfully humorous yet
technically adept, they meld together the fun of fashion with
the technicality of fine art.
Born in Tokyo, Japan, Noboyuki Matsubara studied at the
Parson’s School of Design in New York and graduated from
the leading school of fashion and design in Europe, the
Marangoni in Milan. He lives and works in Tokyo.

Websites: www.jcymber.com
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Jack_Cymber.aspx

Websites: http://flickr.com/photos/nobuyukimatsubara
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Nobuyuki_Matsubara.aspx
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HARICLIA MICHAILIDOU

PEDNÒ

I

1a.nightlbls,m4,m,se,1,r

Print

15” x 30”

F

or Greek, New York-based artist Hariclia Michailidou,
the world resembles infinitely divisible and multiplying
formations of spheres, minute and massive forms in
kaleidoscopic colors that fly apart and congeal throughout
her mesmerizing prints. After works that dwelled on darker
and more ambiguous imagery, Michailidou has found an
inexhaustible source of optimism and possibility in these
billowing shapes. They appear alternately microscopic, like
primordial atoms, and elsewhere astronomically massive,
sprawling galaxies flying across unknowable distances. The
undeniable structural quality of these hypnotic, rounded
forms owes much to the years Michailidou spent working
as an architect. Each composition is literally constructed
with a computer using her previous watercolors as building
blocks.
Constantly re-shaping and reusing old materials to create
visionary new worlds, her method mimics the cyclical
nature of the universe she portrays. In these hyper-kinetic
snapshots of worlds with unknowable dimensions and
depths, the level of activity and movement is infectious
and exciting. Disks of neon colors in every size and
palette swirl and shimmer across Michailidou’s abstract,
amorphous backdrops. She achieves a great variety of
emotive effects by varying the density, proximity, direction
and apparent velocity of her circular building blocks: in
places the landscape seems frantic, elsewhere calm and
Zen, sometimes epic and sometimes intimate. Throughout,
Hariclia Michailidou creates magnificent worlds that offer
infinite possibilities.

Immensely talented and a highly experienced painter,
PEDNÒ presents the viewer with a highly polished
canvas whose subject is as alluring as its technique. His
paintings are full of drama, a sense heightened by the use
of high tonal contrast and chiaroscuro. Movement is key to
the compositions. The figures in his intimate portraits are
painted with smooth, luminous skin which seems to radiate
out from the surface of the canvas, whilst across these
smooth planes of skin sweep riotous brushstrokes of hair,
striated, impasto, impassioned. The characters that inhabit
PEDNÒ’s works are taken from his experiences of the
people he meets every day in clubs, in bars, in restaurants.
Having worked as a hair stylist for many years, a parade
of faces displaying every emotion, every facet of humanity
fleetingly pass through his world. PEDNÒ highlights this
diversity, the movement, the bodies, the faces so that they
seem to jump from the canvas and engage the viewer in
a way that makes one forget that they are painted. He is
fascinated by beauty and the hold it has – he intentionally
seduces with his vision to draw in increasing numbers of
people who relate in a powerful way to his work.
An exciting newcomer to the New York art scene, PEDNO
currently lives and works in Montreal.
Websites: www.art-pedno.com
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Pedno.aspx

Purple and Blue

Acrylic on Canvas

36” x 48”

Websites: www.caladangallery.com/gallery/hmichailidou
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Hariclia_Michailidou.aspx
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The Odyssey Within
An Exhibition of Fine Art by Greek & Italian Artists
Dec 15th, 2009 - Jan 5th, 2010

Reception: Thursday, December 17th, 2009, 6:00pm - 8:00pm

Aristi
Tommaso Arscone
Maurizio Bassi
Simone Berrini
Leonardo Ciccarelli
Symona Colina
Marco Antonio Didu
Ligia Dorina Dumitrache
Fotis Galanopoulos
Gio Bruno Greco
Jeanfilip
Michelangelo Mandich
Hariclia Michailidou
Francesco Mino
Amedeo Palazzi
Costas Petrides
Occhi Pinti
Alberto Quoco
Chrys Roboras
Marialuisa Sabato
Luca Scopetti
Marialuisa Sponga
Vania Stefou
Leanne Talbot
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© Alberto Quoco - 'Old Shoes' 20" x 28"
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EBBA GRETHE MOEGELVANG

I

nspired in her work by Henri Matisse, Ebba Grethe
Moegelvang creates paintings with vivid colors and lively
compositions that express a deeply felt passion for her
subject matter. Like Matisse, an experience of her work is
a feast for the imagination as well as the senses. Grethe
‘s use of multiple layers and textures invites the viewer
to explore the imagery as one’s gaze follows a visual line
through her aesthetic landscapes. Van Gogh is also a
notable influence, as Grethe ‘s work embraces the organic,
curved, meandering lines of nature, leaving no surface
neglected in her jubilant images.
rowing up in rural Denmark, Grethe has always been
surrounded by the majesty of nature, yet hers are not
naturalistic pictures, but an artist’s sculpting of personal
impressions transferred to the canvas, creating a tapestry
of color and form. Spirituality, and a sensitivity to our place
in the world, also has an important presence in her work,
as do personal memories as an inspirational resource. Her
subjects seem to exist solely within the canvas as unique,
semi-abstract creations, and her perceptive eye and skilled
brushwork make these works truly engaging. A book of
Grethe’s watercolors, At the End of the Rainbow, was
published in 2007

G

Lady in Red/Blue

Acrylic on Canvas

31” x 31”

D

avid Jough’s unique paintings present human faces as
their own multidimensional canvases. He deconstructs
facial features, while retaining their basic parts, and
rearranges them as if to stir up and reveal the life within.
In the process, he re-imagines faces as creatures unique
to his imagined world. In David’s work, faces can sprout
musical instruments or landscapes, or become abstract
investigations into form and color.
David is interested in exploring the many dimensions of
human identity. The way a sculptor works with clay to form
his material into art, he sculpts with color and forms, in a
surrealist style, as he re-mythologizes portraiture according
to psychological states instead of social status. His work
reflects society’s current fascination with body alteration
and stretching the definition of what it means to be human.
These paintings seem to postulate that if technology can
redefine the human with its own specific scientific tools, then
so too can art, with the instruments at its disposal: the primal
tools of color, imagery and especially imagination. David
Jough presents our best and worst selves in his paintings:
rich with dimension and diversity, but also contradiction and
conflict. He is a visionary artist who gives us a view into
our future—not literally, but who we will be in the deepest
realms of our collective imagination.
Website:
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/David_Jough.aspx
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Websites: http://www.galleri-moegelvang.dk

www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Ebba_Grethe_Moegelvang.aspx

DAVID JOUGH

Communication of Yesterday

Oil on Canvas

36” x 48”

ETHEL JIMENEZ

T

he urban landscape is an environment that is always in
flux, with its possibilities of light and shadow meeting
on an endless variety of surfaces. Ethel Jimenez captures
the dramatic balance between structure and sky, and
divides her work between the abstract and what she has
called New York Nocturne and Urban Ruins. Her abstract
work focuses on color, pattern and shape, while her New
York photographs capture the city’s palpable energy. Most
of her New York images were shot from a moving cab.
Her Urban Ruins series was inspired by classical ruins,
which encouraged Ethel to seek out the same aesthetic in
contemporary cities.
Soaking in the character of her surroundings, she allows
photographs to reveal themselves to her. She has recently
been drawn to shooting at twilight and has said that the night
has a magical transformative quality, which gives everyday
objects a special appeal. Her recent move from New York
to San Francisco has also been a major influence. The
particular character of the weather in San Francisco has
allowed her to explore the unique light, sky and fog found in
the city. Ethel has said she shoots scenes that we all might
see but take for granted. Her sensitivity to a city tableau,
which would make a striking photograph, is what makes her
work unique among art photographers.
Websites: www.etheljimenez.com
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Ethel_Jimenez.aspx

Because every kid
has something to say.
Since 1991, Art Start has been providing free arts
programs for some of New York City’s most
at-risk youth: homeless children, young people in
foster care or teenagers living on the street.
Through workshops in painting, photography,
music and creative writing, we replace uncertainty
and frustration in their lives with structure and
hope. Above all, we provide them with genuine
opportunities to change their worlds, and ours, for
the better.

To learn how you can become a part of Art Start
or to make a contribution visit www.art-start.org

Red

Digital C Print

20” x 16”

art saves lives
Ad created and donated by The EGC Group, Melville, NY.
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ALEXEY MARROQUIN

RUPERT DAVIS

A

lexey Marroquin’s longtime interest in working with
metals and architectural materials has led him to
his current work, which brings universal forms of nature
together with skilled and sensitive metalwork in stunning and
beautiful ways. His mixed-media pieces highlight a dialogue
between intimately organic forms and the beautifully pliant
metal of aluminum. Nodules and bumps dot his surfaces
in arrangements that resemble microscopic shapes, with a
symmetry that brings to the forefront the idea of an order
that might be buried within nature and which has been
revealed here. Spherical shapes and loops of filaments
connect tiny starbursts, and it is this mix of tendrils and
stationary nodes that gives Alexy’s work its sublime tension.
The subtle tones of his colors suggest the surface of pale,
imperfect skin, here elevated to the level of the symbolic.
Alexey has always been interested in the hidden logic of
the universe and believes that it is through art that this
logic can be revealed. Alexey Marroquin’s work bypasses
issues of abstraction or representation and addresses the
physicality of life just as it presents symbolic projections of
physical reality. His artwork embraces both material truth
and a transcendent view of the universe.
Websites: www.alexeymarroquin.com
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Alexey_Marroquin.aspx

‘Magog’- Ancient Druid Oak
Photography on Canvas 20” x 15”

R

upert Davis strives to capture the evocative mysteries
of the world’s beauty in his photography, whether in
nature, in manmade environments or abstract images of
nature in motion. He links an appreciation of beauty to a
spiritual sensitivity of the world. Rupert’s photos revel in
the lush beauty all around us, like light passing through a
slender layer of ice or down building facades or the intricate
lattices of tree limbs. His work at times gets up close to
his subject matter, such as when he is drawing out the
colors embedded in a tree or the dramatic rush of water
along rocks. His work also thrives when it takes in wide
landscapes and shows us the grandeur of our world. Rupert
considers his work intuitive, and he creates his images out
of a deeply felt response to a particular setting, rather than
any idealized “shot” he wants to produce. As a result, this
sensibility is conveyed in his work. Whatever the setting,
Rupert finds the beauty in it. His detailed views of the world
are a holistic, rich palette of colors; they take in all of nature
as well as the manmade world—the sky, ground, and
everything in between.
Websites: www.newearthphotography.com
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Rupert_Davis.aspx

From the Phenomena Series IV
Mixed Media on Aluminum 45” x 29”
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MARIA PIA TAVERNA

Il Nuovo Oltre

Oil & Digital Art on Canvas

32” x 35”

Artist Maria Pia Taverna has received critical acclaim in her
native Italy and when one looks at her work, it is easy to see
the reason why. Her powerfully striking images, the skillful
combination of media, and the resulting emotional affect the
pieces have marks Taverna out as a highly accomplished
creative talent. Her technical approach is unique—she
works with her own digital images on a computer, and usually
printing in monochrome, prints them directly onto canvas
once they have reached a satisfactory stage. Taverna then
uses oil paints to work into the image, impregnating the
surface with vibrant color that looks all the more arresting
for the monotonous pallet on which it sits. Fiery reds and
yellows, and deep oceans of blue illuminate the canvas.
The surface texture of the canvas gives the prints a delicate
texture, the paint heightening the painterly quality of the
digital images. These prints also allow a greater sense of
chiaroscuro, as light and dark tones are represented in a
way that light actually falls on objects. This juxtaposition of
realism and heightened surrealism drives the tension in the
paints and adds to their mystery.
Taverna’s printed figures are themselves a part of the
mystery. Her images are at once explicit and obscure—the
female face, the angles of the arm and curve of the back,
those signifiers of femininity, and faces bruised by the
heavy pigments of make-up—all appear ghost-like through
her works. They emerge from the shadows, as does the
artist, making her mark evident through the digital print,
yet reasserting the brushmark as the true signature of the
artist.
Maria Pia Taverna, born in Cutro, currently lives and works
in the city of Turin in her native Italy. For her, the act of
painting represents a constant and tireless search for the
expression of her own psyche. It is a tribute to her artistic
abilities, drive and sensitivity that such a personal life work
resonates so powerfully with others.
Website: www.mariapiataverna.it
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Maria_Pia_Taverna.aspx

Estatico

Oil & Digital Art on Canvas

47” x 35”

Maria Pia Taverna
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SHIFRA
S

hifra’s extraordinary photographs possess a
dynamic flow that draws the viewer in to engage with the shapes and colors that the process
of reflection presents. An urban wanderer in search
of unconsidered vistas, she takes us on a journey
of discovery through familiar settings. Shifra shifts
the focus from the solid world to its shimmering
counterpart – the world viewed through reflections
and light-distorting surfaces. This is a complex,
layered world in which elements cross over each
other and merge to form a seductively intricate vision. Her compositions create surreal visions as
cold steel, brick and glass appear to shift and sway
or appear ghostlike, as insubstantial as cellophane.
The encapsulated sense of movement means her
photographs remain as isolated moments in time,
ones which will never be repeated and of which we
are only seeing an echo.
Taken directly in the environments in which Shifra
finds herself, her photographs often appear as delicate abstracts, pieces purely of color and texture.
Carefully composed, masterfully balancing light and shade
with interesting strong lines drawing the eye through the image and adding tension, it is hard to place the images within
their original context. It is Shifra’s eye for detail that leads
her to capture these haphazard masterpieces, her appreciation of the fleeting views of everyday life that particularly
mark her work.
Shifra is most interested in the bustle of urban landscapes,
many of which provide a vital atmosphere, and, crucial for
her purposes, a huge number of reflective surfaces and a

Time

Digital Print 20” x 16”
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Shifra in her Studio

constantly shifting pattern of happenings. The urban environments in her native Israel also present huge contrasts
between the ancient and the futurist, artificial and natural,
sitting side by side.
Shifra has exhibited since the late 70s and has drawn interest from both the art world and from premier Israeli writers.
She currently lives and works in Ramat Gan, Israel.
Websites: http://www.shifrart.com
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Shifra.aspx

Rays

Digital Print

27.5” x 29.5”

DAVID LABELLA

Sonoma Coast, California

Archival Inkjet

24” x 20”

Seneca Rocks, West Virginia

Archival Inkjet

24” x 20”

W

hether executed on an epic or intimate scale, in soft or
harsh style, landscape photography, at its best, reveals
new ways of seeing what has been in front of us all along.
Often this genre privileges wide-open vistas of inaccessible
wonders, but in Connecticut-born and based photographer
David LaBella’s work, beautiful revelations occur on the
smallest of scales. Mindful of both the American landscape
tradition and its evolution in seemingly limitless space, and
the more restrained scope of European landscape art,
LaBella synthesizes the two tendencies eloquently.
As he puts it, his photographs feature “painstakingly
rendered, visually balanced and composed images of
details and large-scale scenes drawn from the natural
landscape.” That relationship between vast landscapes
and their lush details, between the immense forest and
its layered carpet of fallen leaves, lends LaBella’s crisp
photographs degrees of texture and subtlety that portrayals
of nature unfortunately often lack. He lets us imagine,
feel and create the larger environment based on small,
gentle snippets of its intimate details. Whether his colorful
compositions portray the surfaces and tones of gleaming
rocks and shells on a beach, the lush petals of a flower, or
the moist leaves yellowing on a trail, he gives us perfectly
executed details from which we’re invited to extrapolate the
surrounding landscape.
In addition to the incredible agency he offers viewers in
imagining the scene outside his frame, LaBella confidently
eschews markers of depth and proportion. In many
pieces his diligently crafted shots verge on abstraction.

David Labella

More than the outline of a curling leaf or smoothed rock,
his photographs foreground the formal beauty of nature’s
colors, patterns, rhythms and compositions. In this respect,
David LaBella’s landscape photography has as much in
common with the Abstract Expressionist painters of the 50s
and 60s as it does with the pioneering American landscape
photographers of the 19th century. Rather than emphasize
one of these scales of vision over the other, he balances
the sweeping with the specific, the intangible with the tactile
and the local with the universal.
Websites: www.labellaphotographic.com
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/David_LaBella.aspx
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CHRISTINE DRUMMOND

Moonlight Market

Oil on Canvas

18” x 18”

L

eonardo Ciccarelli creates transient planes of color that
shimmer like a heat haze before the eyes and dazzle with
their subtle intensity. His strong brushstrokes, which melt into the
canvas at the edges, come together to form a plethora of
blended textures, seas and skies, undulating fields of corns
and rock formations. Mediating this soft world of varied tone
is unadulterated color—most often a rich mix of carefully
considered earth tones, but even primary reds and pastel
lilacs feel natural and unforced on Ciccarelli’s canvas.
There is a languid, ethereal feel to Ciccarelli’s paintings.
Even though the haze through which we peer is also one
of speed, of a momentary glimpse of a landscape from the
window of a speeding train, such is the sense of distance
that the energy in the painting is not hectic, rushing, but
rather a static vibrating current that charges the canvas.
Perhaps this is because the landscapes we see are not
physical but are instead the landscapes of Ciccarelli’s
imagination—the result of long internal meanderings through
places and settings never visited. Using his imagination to
travel through space allows him to free his associations with
his origins, life stories and memories of nature to create
a more personal and emotional journey. A sympathy with
the workings of his inner self works in harmony with the
external expression of the artist and results in beautifully
complex and subtle artworks.
Leonardo Ciccarelli was born in Macerata, Italy, where he
still lives and works.
Websites: www.ciccarellileonardo.it
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Leonardo_Ciccarelli.aspx
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T

he exotic scenes and vivid colors that characterize
the paintings of Christine Drummond highlight the
expressive abandon of an artist working in her natural
element. Gatherings formed of brightly colored figures
standing, walking, carrying loads on their heads or dancing
enthusiastically. Rendered in impasto oils with swift strong
strokes of the palette knife, the speed of execution adds to
the feeling of movement within the paintings and gives them
a real feeling of life. Drummond’s use of color underpins
this, using complementary shades of orange, Prussian blue
and jewel-like earth tones to create tension and focus within
the pieces. It is the intensity of color that adds a jubilant,
celebratory feel to her work.
Drummond creates her art to produce joy, both on canvas
and in the viewers. It manifests in all aspects of the work—
the hues, themes, tones and movement—crescendo to a
climax of shimmering life. Her main inspiration is the city of
Rio de Janeiro in Brazil, where she grew up, and it is the
sense of optimism and confidence in the Brazilian people
that she captures most vividly.
Christine Drummond continues to exhibit widely and produce
works marked by fantastic color, texture and happiness.
Websites: www.chdrummond.com
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/C._Drummond.aspx

LEONARDO CICCARELLI

Memoire 10

Oil on Canvas

27” x 27”

SATOMI NISHINO
Introducing us to a world of sensitive movement and empathetic forms, Satomi
Nishino works to explore the connection between the body and the mind.
Painting on paper or canvas, Nishino works the flat surface with acrylics,
building form and texture with her brushstrokes. With this are inks, layered so as
to run through the compositions, sinking in with incredible depth or highlighting
the crevasses and ridge-tops of worked paint. Her handling of these two very
different media is superb, producing extremely delicately executed works which
hold immense power and insight.
Nishino confronts the schisms between the mind and the body, the real and
surreal or imagined. Part of the schism manifests in the knowledge of our
potential and its myriad fulfilments in the mind’s eye, confronted by the reality
of the one thing we are in the actual world. The paintings hold their own despite
this message not being writ large—it is for the viewer to interpret, and this only
adds to their impact.
Website: Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Satomi_Nishino.aspx
My Monster Oil & Pastel 28” x 20”

MONIKA MORI
Multimedia artist Monika Mori works with innovative techniques to produce a
body of work that is as revolutionary as it is intriguing. Painting with acrylic paint
and gouache directly on top of x-ray film, Mori blends two seemingly disparate
worlds: the industrial and the handcrafted. Her finger paint swirls of bold, brilliant
colors interplay with organic vitality against the cool, clinical monotones of the
x-ray imagery. The artist’s works are deeply personal, allowing her to express
without words, yet perhaps more effectively, the trials and tribulations of her own
life and the irrepressible artistic spirit that perseveres. In this way, Mori not only
writes her biography through painterly means, she relates her message of light
and optimism to the masses, quietly uplifting each viewer that passes by.
Born in Moedling, Austria, Monika Mori has exhibited widely throughout Europe
and was nominated for the St. Leopold Friedenspreis des Stiftes Klosterneuburg
Award for Humanitarianism in the Arts.
Websites: www.mori-art.at
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Monika_Mori.aspx
Falcoheaven 4 Healing 6
Acrylic on X-Ray 14” x 11”

Férial was born and raised in Algiers and has lived in France since the age of
15. Her iconic works in watercolor, pencil and pastel owe much to the years she
spent working as a graphic designer and to the American culture she’s revered
since her youth. Each piece evokes the elegant, sweeping compositions of
meticulous movie poster designs. However, where our eyes expect to find titles
or actors’ names, Férial deploys verses by Beat poets and rock musicians from
the 60’s and 70’s.
The resulting aesthetic is tinged with the warm, worn hues of nostalgia, yet
always features a character (exquisitely portrayed in a style reminiscent of comic
books) looking defiantly into the future. Férial’s charming, rich and fascinating
works balance these opposite tendencies by offering the romantic Beat imagery
of the open road. Each visionary illustration pictures one or more figures on a
rootless journey, contemplating the endless possibilities of travel, discovery and
the mysteries lying in wait over the glowing horizon.
Websites: www.ferial.typepad.fr
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Férial.aspx

Férial

Blue Dream
Watercolor, Pencil & Pastel 42.5” x 23”
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C

iceros’ powerful and evocative paintings are inseparable
from the experiences of his life. As a native of Medellín,
Colombia, where he still resides, Ciceros has been greatly
impacted by the omnipresent violence that marks this
region. Yet, for Ciceros, the rich history of mysticism within
Latin American culture has served in some ways to offset
the devastation experienced daily within his immediate
environment. This tension between violence and magic
characterizes Ciceros’ paintings. Typically a combination of
oil and acrylic on canvas, these works are expressionist
in nature, marked by depth and texture born from layered
brushstrokes, pulsating hues, and the sensation of arrested
motion. Color often figures prominently in his creations,
heightening the emotions conveyed while highlighting the
occasional reference to the eternal, to the time before time
to which the artist turns in the hopes of unpacking this
culture’s mythic and warring traditions. The conflict between
the aggressive and the mysterious reads loud and clear in
Ciceros’ work, drawing us along a tumultuous yet inspiring
journey. Indeed, in each composition appears a moment of
glory, a shining and luminescent flash that serves as a focal
point. In this way, Ciceros intends his art to be “something
more than an act of painting,” functioning instead as “a
magic act [that] can affect the physical world.”

CICEROS

Incendio 2

Oil & Acrylic on Canvas

35.5” x 59”

Website: www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Ciceros.aspx

FLORA

Ecumes

Wax on Canvas

32” x 39”

I

n brilliant, spectacular and kaleidoscopic compositions,
the French painter and poet Flora portrays expressionist
manifestations of emotional states. Each acrylic on canvas
composition combines elements of American Abstract
Expressionism in the vein of Jackson Pollock and a
figurative style rooted in illustration and Pop art. This original
combination makes for gripping, sprawling universes whose
small details portray characters, animals and various
identifiable forms. These characters evoke fragments of fairy
tales, representing wondrous and imaginative participants
in some magical, unknown story. Their micro-dramas play
out within a larger, abstract setting where figurative details
fuse and melt into a vast canopy of bright, boiling colors,
and rich, textured wax brushstrokes.
This wondrous hybrid of styles and subjects might come
from Flora’s upbringing by an American father and Italian
mother who moved to France when she was 14 years
old—where she has lived ever since. Her work boasts a
unique and hypnotically multi-layered aesthetic, rewarding
different levels of analysis and observation. From a
distance, her canvases resemble especially complex and
thick drip paintings; slightly closer, details like bodies and
faces begin to emerge from the thicket of colors; and,
closer still, Flora reveals imaginative narratives set within
sumptuous backdrops. She lets us discover each rich layer
at our own pace, providing a uniquely subtle and rewarding
experience.
Website: www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/FLORA.aspx

LENORE SEMPERT

Elvis’ Beach Bar

Acrylic on Paper

30” x 22”

L

enore Sempert is an artist who has successfully paired
expression with spontaneity. Inspired by travels, her
works are poignant and filled with layers of meaning. Using
what moves her, often by chance, Sempert creates colorful
collage works using acrylic paint, found images, and paper.
She frequently employs large areas of bold color juxtaposed
with smaller areas of complementary hues, causing the
image to tremble with energy. Looking closer, one may spot
scratches in the paint and observe the fine details of the
printed matter affixed to the surface, painted over with thin
washes, revealing only what Sempert chooses. Other works
are proper collages, less painterly and tightly focused on the
textural qualities of handmade papers and printed words
and images. These works are calmer yet fascinating, and
one views the image in both an aesthetic and an exploratory
way as one tries to comprehend the meaning of this visual
ensemble. “The goal is to create paintings that breathe
and expand the space around them,” she explains. “The
dialogue between artist and viewer completes the artistic
process.” Her works seem to flow from within, natural in
their creation and at ease in their display. She is very active
in her community, working to provide artistic experiences
for both adults and children.
Lenore Sempert has exhibited her work frequently throughout
New England, and she resides in Massachusetts.

SLASH: PAPER UNDER THE KNIFE
On view October 13, 2009 — April 4, 2010

SLASH: Paper Under the Knife is made possible
by Kate’s Paperie. Generous additional support
is provided by the Angelica Berrie Foundation.
This exhibition is made possible, in part, through the
generous support of the Mondriaan Foundation, Amsterdam.
Additional support is provided by the Office of Cultural Affairs,
Consulate General of Israel and the Dutch Consulate General.
The Jerome and Simona Chazen Building
2 Columbus Circle, NYC
Open Tue–Sun 11am to 6pm, Thu 11am to 9pm
Closed Mon & major holidays
Catalog available at www.madmuseum.org

Websites: www.lenoresempert.com
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Lenore_Sempert.aspx
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Show your artists or
hold your own exhibition
in the heart of Chelsea’s art district!
Agora Gallery is pleased and proud to announce the
launch of an exciting new project:

Your New York Art Gallery
arose because of our own appreciation of the privilege and
unique advantages that are part of being a gallery in one of
the world’s most desirable locations; New York’s art district West Chelsea. Of course, Chelsea is Agora Gallery’s home,
but it occurred to us that there are galleries who are based
outside of New York, and who mainly display work elsewhere,
who would be able to benefit from also mounting exhibitions
here.
The exposure the artists’ work receives through being shown
in one of the centers of world art, and the experience the artists
gain, is invaluable. Similarly for the gallery, establishing a
presence in this crucial location is useful in itself, building
up prestige and experience, and also reflects well on the
gallery in its home base.

Given all of this, the conclusion seemed obvious - there should be a space that galleries from outside
New York could rent, for either short or long periods, so that they could host exhibitions in the city - and

where better than Chelsea,
in the heart of the NY art world!
So now galleries can rent a gallery space here, which will be their gallery for the duration of their
stay - their sign by the door, their name on the street. Much of the work that goes into the exhibition,
however, will be taken care of for them. You might call it an ideal arrangement!
From arranging the arrival of the artwork, to setting up the exhibition, from arranging publicity and
ensuring the success of the opening reception, to greeting visitors and dealing with sales during the
exhibition itself, our professional and experienced staff are there to make the exhibition the best it
can be. Particular requests, specific needs or desires can be accommodated too, to ensure that the
resulting exhibition is a memorable and successful experience.

For more information about the new gallery rental service, visit:
http://YourNewYorkArtGallery.com/ or contact us at
info@yournewyorkartgallery.com

dancing in diamonds

oil, acrylic and silver leaf on canvas

48”x60”

rania mesiskli

collective exhibition
January 8 - January 29, 2010
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Reception: January 14, 2010

gold swirl

oil, acrylic and gold leaf on canvas

48”x60”

rania mesiskli
www.raniamesiskli.com
www.art-mine.com
studio: 1-862-202-5334

Represented by Agora Gallery
530 West 25th Street, New York
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CHAD REDL

Uninhibited Premise

Acrylic on Canvas

32” x 44”

T

he influence of Canada based Chad Redl’s extensive
set design work is subtly present yet unmistakable in the
painter’s abstract canvases. Each colorful, dynamic, bustling
composition gives the impression of watching some drama
or scene evolving on a stage. Glowing pillars and strong
vertical shapes often structure the canvas, turning the play
of rounded, globular forms into the drama of Redl’s work.
His spectacularly colorful and kinetic aesthetic suggests
Cubism’s dissected forms, except that objects and figures
in Redl’s acrylic paintings become bright forms constructed
from innumerable circles and ovals.
Against moody backdrops of deep greens and blues, or
booming yellows and reds, he stages fascinating abstract
epics of rounded shapes flowing into and out of densely
massed clusters. In places these evoke abstracted,
sweeping landscapes, while other canvases suggest giant
human forms pieced together from primordial building
blocks. This aesthetic that often approaches representation
yet never commits to any specific, solid form reflects
Redl’s aesthetic philosophy. Concerned with balancing
contemporary, socio-political themes that will retain their
visual resonance for decades, he balances the specific and
the universal, the contemporary and the timeless. Just as
his circular forms—the fundamental unit and element in his
work—seem capable of any construction and recombination,
Redl’s paintings suggest many possibilities and keep all
others open.
Websites: www.redlarts.com
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Chad_Redl.aspx

L

awrence von Knorr’s sensitivity to composition
and the evocative possibilities of light and color has
inspired him to enhance his original photographs to bring
to the surface the emotional textures already in the original
image. Technology provides him with the tools to introduce
fantasy and imagination to the reality of conventional
photography; the results are expressive scenes akin to
French Impressionism.
As a photographer, Lawrence’s most fulfilling experience
is being on location and capturing images of architecture,
landscapes and street scenes. He strives for a timeless
quality in his work, and when he employs his lens in
international locales such as Spain, Germany, Italy, and
Mexico, he finds rich subject matter that harks back to
previous centuries. A picture is an opportunity for all kinds of
exploration, he says, both for the artist and for the viewer.
With a major influence coming from the landscapes and
cities of central Pennsylvania, Lawrence’s work naturally
has focused on abandoned industrial sites and enhancing
their photographs with different tones and digital effects to
bring out the historical and emotional depth of the location.
Although traditional photography has been Lawrence’s
lifelong passion, his use of cutting-edge technology has
added to the possibilities of photography as he creates
beautiful and emotionally powerful works of art.
Websites: www.vonknorrgallery.com
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Lawrence_von_Knorr.aspx
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LAWRENCE VON KNORR

Rome - Scooter Alcove

Digital Print on Canvas

16” x 20”

D

ominique Payette’s powerful, complex paintings
are an investigation into the aesthetic possibilities of
geometric abstraction as well as experiments in blending
textures within a relatively narrow palette. The crux of this
artistic examination lies in her commitment to a study of
the intricacies that can be developed in the context of a
range of relatively limited colors like white, black, brown
and gray, as well as the multiplicity of textures and moods
that pervade Dominique’s work. Her multilayered paintings
embrace an assortment of painting and brushwork styles
that range from needle-thin scratching to large blocks of
color that work upon each other like sculptured objects
and that blur the distinction between background and
foreground. She also paints on a variety of surfaces,
including wood and masonite, and uses mixed media in her
paintings. Shapes of different sizes and textures seem to
float in uneasy proximity in spaces that are, at various times,
shadowy and milky. Lines interacting in loose grids invite
the artist’s exploration and manipulation. The resolution of
this confluence of opposites is an intricate tension within
the elements of Dominique Payette’s work. Her paintings
demand that the viewer address core questions about the
space of the canvas itself and the building blocks of visual
art. The results are inspiring and engaging.

DOMINIQUE PAYETTE

Présence 3

Acrylic on Wood

36” x 48”

Websites: www.dominiquepayette.com
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Dominique_Payette.aspx
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THE MAGICAL WORLD OF

M.C. ESCHER
January 19 Through April 11, 2010
Printmaker, draftsman, illustrator and muralist,
M.C. Escher became one of the most famous
artists of the 20th century and his graphic works
are recognized worldwide. This retrospective
exhibition of more than 140 works is one of the
most comprehensive and important exhibitions
of Escher’s work ever shown in the United States.
M.C. ESCHER (Dutch, 1898-1972), Reptiles, (detail) 1943, Bool #327, lithograph,
13 1⁄8 x 15 1⁄8 inches. Courtesy of The Walker Collection. All M.C. Escher’s works
and text ©The M.C. Escher Company, Baarn, The Netherlands. All rights reserved.
M.C. Escher ® is a registered trademark

501 Plaza Real • Boca Raton, Florida
561.392.2500 • www.bocamuseum.org
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AGORA GALLERY
WINTER PREVIEW
530 W. 25th St., Chelsea, New York, NY 10001
Tues - Sat, 11am - 6pm
www.Agora-Gallery.com

GROUP SHOW
November 20th, 2009 - December 11th, 2009
Opening Reception: Thursday, December 3rd, 6-8pm
Discover the joys, fears, intrigue, and power in Metamorphosis; interpret the
messages so brilliantly expressed through the power of color in The Color
of Transformation; explore the experiences of our modern world through
the eyes of the artist in Persistence of Form; realize the intimate relationship
between color and emotion in The Rhythm of Color.
www.agora-gallery.com/exhibitionannouncement/11_20_2009.aspx

Joo Han The Sleep 36” x 29”

RUTH GILMORE LANGS: PAINT
A Solo Exhibition presented by Agora Gallery
November 20th, 2009 - March 19th, 2010
Opening Reception: Thursday, December 3rd, 6-8pm
Carving out a unique space of her own in the world of contemporary art,
Ruth Gilmore Langs’ oil paintings project a spontaneity and zest for life
in her own language of abstraction. Witness Ruth’s signature as it
materializes in the relationship of hues—the cool anemic greens and pale
pinks paired with violet and fiery crimsons.
www.agora-gallery.com/ArtistPage/Ruth_Gilmore_Langs.aspx
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Ruth Gilmore Langs Island Series No. 14: Watervale Summer,
Arcadia, Michigan 53” x 84”

THE ODYSSEY WITHIN:
An Exhibition of Fine Art by Greek & Italian Artists
December 15th, 2009 - January 5th, 2010
Opening Reception: Thursday, December 17th, 6-8pm
The Odyssey Within is a captivating survey of modern-day artists from
Greece and Italy. The artistic conceptions vary dramatically while retaining
a distinctive European character attentive to the human condition. Works
of both quiet introspection and visual bravado are included, offering a
unique look into the contemporary art coming from these two prominent
Mediterranean locales.
www.agora-gallery.com/exhibitionannouncement/12_15_2009.aspx

Michelangelo Mandich S. Marcuola 20” x 20”

GROUP SHOW
January 8th - January 29th, 2010
Opening Reception: Thursday, January 14th, 6-8pm
Explore undiscovered vantage points and often-overlooked insights into
unknown worlds of inspiration and splendor, in Enigmatic Perspectives.
Enrich your imagination with a visual exploration of diverse styles, viewpoints, and techniques in Interpretive Realms.
Journey through a maze of meditation, debate and deep examination, and
discover paintings that will refresh the spirit, while delighting the mind in
The Labyrinth of Abstraction.
www.agora-gallery.com/exhibitionannouncement/1_8_2010.aspx

Seung Baick 20th Century’s Real Icon 60” x 72”

GROUP SHOW
February 2nd - February 23rd, 2010
Opening Reception: Thursday, February 4th, 6-8pm
Take an expedition though mystic jungles and intergalactic realms in
Sensorial Realities; experience the rich kaleidoscope of color, form, and
texture that in conjunction, breathes life into abstract artworks in The
Substance of Abstraction; celebrate the basic elements of existence, as
earth and spirit come together with a crystalline clarity and a palpable
brilliance in Elemental Realms.
www.agora-gallery.com/exhibitionannouncement/2_2_2010.aspx

Ebba Grethe Moegelvang Lavender Field Provence 31” x 31”
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RUTH GILMORE LANGS
Wayne Thiebaud, Joan Mitchell, and Richard
Diebenkorn, yet Langs has carved out her own
unique space in the contemporary art scene,
projecting a spontaneity and zest for life in the
language of abstraction.
Ruth’s signature comes forth in the relationship
of hues—the cool anemic greens and pale
pinks paired with violet and fiery crimsons.
Meanwhile, vigorous linework, outlined shapes,
and small areas of complementary hues add
energy and excitement to the work. Stirred by
the moment, she encapsulates the sights and
sounds of the natural world, particularly near
water, which has been a constant source of
inspiration.

Ruth Gilmore Langs in her Studio

R

uth Gilmore Langs captures the spirit of a moment
with her fascinating oversized paintings in oil. The
large size of the canvases coupled by her energetic
compositions and brilliant palette create a breathtaking
experience for the art lover. Langs’ paintings will often speak
about emotions, beautiful natural places, and spiritual lifechanging events. She has an aptitude for creating tension
within a picture, pairing areas of flat color with patterns
formed by circles, lines, and organic shapes. The magic of
Langs’ style happens when she transforms all or most of
the recognizable features, stripping away our conventions
of the world until we are left with nothing but pure aesthetic
enjoyment and feeling. “Art is the language of the human
spirit, the rhythm, beat and song of the self,” she explains.
“Sometimes difficult to decipher but, with surrender, one
may travel into the heart of the painting.”

Her education in the arts has led her to
California, Colorado and Washington D.C.
where she studied classical painting at American
University. However Ruth explains that the
most profound experience of her training has
been the opportunity to work with the great teacher Kwok
Wai Lau from Hong Kong. Ruth studied with Kwok for over
eight years.
Ruth’s paintings are in several private and public collections
including The University of Michigan, where she has over
10 paintings in their permanent collection.
Ruth’s work has been featured in several publications and
she exhibits across the United States, including Atlanta,
Chicago, Michigan, California and New York. She lives and
works in Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Websites: ruthgilmorelangs.com
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Ruth_Gilmore_Langs.aspx

Her style may recall such 20th century masters as

Rainforest

Oil on Canvas
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60” x 96”

Magical Forest

Oil on Canvas

60” x 48”

KERSTIN ARNOLD

Tomato 1

Oil on Canvas

16” x 16”

Kerstin Arnold in her Studio

I

t takes a special talent to transform items of the everyday
into works of art that demand scrutiny and interest beyond
the mere technical skill of execution or the physicality of
their subject matter. Kerstin Arnold personifies this
talent—her intimate still lifes convey the same closeness
and personality as her portraits. Given exaggerated
perspective and unusual angles, the viewer is brought up
close to places never quite seen before. The freshness
and vitality of her approach means that Arnold can convey
something surprising in subjects that are seemingly
mundane. Though an autodidact, Arnold’s work draws
on a large tradition of the painting of still lifes of food and

Red Yellow Green Hot Chilli Pepper

Oil on Canvas

35” x 36”

drink. As with the Dutch masters, there is
an implied luxury or abundance about the
compositions. In the Old Masters, lustrous
fruits and vegetables lie under hanging hares
and bright-eyed fish. Many of Arnold’s objects
are similarly suspended, their luminescence
similarly emphasised. She uses oils because
of the intensity and vivaciousness of the
colors they produce and the subtle sheen and
depth of their surface. She applies the paint in
successive layers, building the compositions
up gradually to achieve a natural finish.
Arnold’s developed painting technique is a
more modern hyperrealist one, echoing pop
art styles and the modern aesthetic of Hopper
and Hockney. Underpinning this precise style
is her consummate draughtsmanship, the
graphic quality of which heavily influences her
painting style. She also trained as a technical
draughtswoman and has worked with various
companies. Arnold allows others to relate to her works with
the same enjoyment as she gains from painting them. They
convey an innate sense of beauty and employ a spare
composition that relates intuitively to the viewer.
Kerstin Arnold lives and works in her native Germany, in
Saarbruecken and has her own studio workshop. She has
exhibited widely in Germany and continues to expand her
practice.
Websites: www.kerstin-arnold.com ; www.arnoart.de
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Kerstin_Arnold.aspx
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The New Face of Chelsea
by Genevieve Hein

J

ust as the island of Manhattan seems to change every day, each neighborhood
within Manhattan is constantly reinventing and redefining its identity. Yesterday’s
Alphabet City is today’s Lower East Side, and Washington Square Park is filled with
jazz musicians. In this first decade of the 21st century, the Chelsea neighborhood
seems intent on defining itself as an area where expression runs rampant.
You can see it everywhere in Chelsea, from the spontaneous street art on 22nd, to
exhibitions of new artists at the Agora Gallery, to the newly repurposed High Line
Park. Here, artistic expression is by the people and for the people. In Chelsea,
culture makes its way from the ground up -- the masses dictating to the elite.
The new face of Chelsea pays respect to an old soul. Buildings and structures
have been repurposed and renovated, rather than torn down and rebuilt. On the
same streets where goods were once imported from around the world by the
shipping industry, modern New Yorkers can interact with their own history, along
with the most exciting artistic movements from across the globe.

The Galleries
No other New York neighborhood can be compared to Chelsea’s commitment
to contemporary art. Nearly 300 galleries packed into the west side between
14th and 25th street offer visitors exhibitions in all manner of artistic expression.
The diversity is truly astounding. In the grand tradition of NYC neighborhoods
as “districts” Chelsea offers art, art, and yet more art. A few of the highlights
include:
Located on 25th street between 10th and 11th Avenues, Agora Gallery
(www.agora-gallery.com) primarily exhibits new and emerging international
artists with a commitment to sustainability. Each year, Agora hosts the Chelsea
International Fine Art Competition, in order to further realize its goal of “carving a
space for new talent,” as described by gallery director Angela Di Bello. This year,
gallery exhibitions will include artists from Latin America, Canada, Europe, and all
corners of the globe.
With two locations in Chelsea, on 22nd street and 25th street, Pace Wildenstein
(www.pacewildenstein.com) is home to collections from many of the most
influential artists of the 20th century. Pace first opened its doors on Newbury
Street in Boston, and now occupies three locations in Manhattan. They exhibit
new work from many artists along with numerous scholarly exhibitions including
the sketchbooks of Picasso and the earthly forms of Arp, Calder, and Noguchi.
Over the years, Pace Wildenstein has mounted over 500 exhibitions with work
from more than 200 artists.
The Mary Boone Gallery (www.maryboonegallery.com) on 25th street is the
newest of the gallery’s four locations. Mary Boone has always been committed
to showing the work of innovative young artists. However, the opening of their
Chelsea location in 2000 offered them the opportunity to mount more large-scale,
dramatic exhibits, including Peter Halley’s explosive hanging of paintings and
wallpaper and Marc Quinn’s complete series of carved marble statues of persons
with missing limbs.
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Chelsea Art Museum

(www.chelseaartmuseum.org)
As home to the Miotte Foundation, the Chelsea
Art Museum dedicates itself to Jean Miotte’s
ideal of art as international language in every
exhibition it shows. The Museum, which mounts
rotating exhibitions of Miotte’s work on a regular
basis, also shows work from 20th and 21st century
artists who have previously been less exhibited in
the United States than their own countries. The
art exhibited at the Chelsea Art Museum reflects
a broader interpretation of the human experience,
both in terms of geography and lifestyle.
The renovated 30,000 square foot building where
the CAM makes its home was once a halfway house
for longshoremen. What a perfect representation of
the new face of Chelsea: an area that historically
served as a warehouse district for the international
shipping trade now offers a personal interaction
with the contemporary international art scene to
New Yorkers.
Visitors to the Chelsea Art Museum should expect
to be challenged, engaged, and enlightened. This
is not your grandmother’s art museum.

Chelsea Piers

(www.chelseapiers.com)
Directly across the street from the Chelsea Art
Museum lies perhaps one of the most innovative
renovation projects in all of New York City. Who
would have thought that NYCers could find a
driving range or soccer field right here on the island
of Manhattan? The 28 acre Chelsea Piers Sports
and Entertainment Complex offers a full service
golf club, television studio, health club, and so
much more.
Located between 17th and 23rd Streets along the
Hudson River side of the island, Chelsea Piers is
committed to being the best amateur sports and
entertainment facility in the country. However,
a quarter-century ago, the Chelsea Piers were
nothing more than a run-down eyesore, a physical
representation of the decline of the Chelsea area
after the shipping industry moved away.
In 1992, after the failure of a plan to demolish
the piers and build a highway, a group of private
investors came up with a plan that would lay the
groundwork for Chelsea’s return to glory. The
facilities at Chelsea Piers are state of the art,

offering New Yorkers opportunities for healthy
recreation that had been previously reserved for
suburbanites. Perhaps the most exciting programs
at Chelsea Piers are directed towards NYC youth,
who participate in a number of sports and camp
programs at the piers.

The High Line

(www.highline.org)
The High Line has a long history in the cultural
renovation of Chelsea. In the 1930s, the highline
was built as part of a massive infrastructure
improvement act called the West Side Improvement.
Dangerous freight trains were lifted 30 feet in the
air in order to make the streets safer in the highly
industrial neighborhood.
In 1999, Friends of the High Line banded together
to repurpose the structure, which had stood
stagnant since 1980, as a public park. The first
phase, stretching from Gansevoort to 20th Street
opened in June of 2009. The park, designed by
James Corner Field Operations and Diller Scofidio
+ Renfro with the benefit of much community
input, boasts meandering concrete paths along
with a self-seeded landscape. The final section of
the park, which runs from 20th to 30th Streets, is
slated to open in 2010.
Of course, anyone who wants to make it in Chelsea
must be committed to the arts — even a public
park. Therefore, the High Line incorporates the
presentation of contemporary art in and around
the park. The first presentation of work, by artist
Spencer Finch, pays homage to the area’s history
even before the industrial shipyards of the 1930s.
Finch’s The River That Flows Both Ways is inspired
by the Native American name for the Hudson. Fullscale glass panes depict the water conditions of
the Hudson River over a 24-hour period.
In a time when the word gentrification threatens
to leave a bitter taste in all of our mouths, we
New Yorkers can look to Chelsea for a positive
example of truly repurposing a neighborhood in
jeopardy. Historic buildings and structures have
been rejuvenated for the betterment of us all. New
Yorkers from every walk of life venture to Chelsea
for healthy recreation, outdoor communion, and
of course, free interaction with artistic expression
from our own backyard — which in New York
extends to the farthest reaches of the globe.
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SAORI LOUISE TATEBE

Anticipation

Toward the Day after Tomorrow

Ceramic & Cloth

13” x 48”

Saori Louise Tatebe in her Studio

S

aori Louise Tatebe’s evolution as an artist has taken
her from painting, to ceramics and sculpture and finally
to a melding of disciplines into a form uniquely her own.
She is still inspired by the idea of painting, particularly the
traditional Japanese ukiyo-e paintings, yet her work has
taken on the added dimension of small, sculpted figures that
seem to either be invading into or crawling out of her work.
Little gnomes dangle from her pieces as if trying to liberate
themselves from it via holes or zippers incorporated into
the works. The emergence of one’s inner creatures in the
midst of dreamlike tableaux is a powerful, recurring image
in these mixed media pieces. Saori has said, “I create
pieces because I would like people to have a chance to
realize again the existence of small lives.”
Saori is also interested in the prevalence of ceremony and
the sublime in Japanese culture, particularly the traditions of
the tea ceremony and of ukiyo-e, where the beauty of nature
is expressed as a state of impermanence. The purity of the
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Anticipation Toward the Day after Tomorrow (detail)
Ceramic & Cloth 13” x 48”

natural world untouched by humans is also vital to her work,
as in a Japanese garden, where the beauty found in stones
and flora is prevalent. She recreates this imagery in her
quietly powerful tableaux, as her miniature figures scamper
about on her art and suggest an innocence that still lies
dormant within us. We do not see their faces, because they
are beings free of social identity. They are born in the womb
of art, and so are both natural and supernatural. In a visual
vocabulary distinctly her own, Saori has taken traditional,
disparate elements and brought them together to create
visual poetry about human longing, salvation, despair and
hope. That she has done so using tools which speak so
viscerally to us is a sign of her sensitivity and commitment
to creating her astounding and moving pieces.
Websites: http://saori-louise.t.dream-dimension.net
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Saori_Louise_Tatebe.aspx

LYNDA POGUE

Empathy

Mixed Media on Canvas 24” x 48”

Naked Legs

Lynda Pogue in her Studio

A

n artist of irrepressible energy, Lynda Pogue creates
her pieces with an expertise and verve that imbues
her paintings with tremendous force. Working primarily
with both encaustic and water-based media, she relishes
the speed with which these media force her to work. It
means the pieces develop intuitively on the canvas and
the expression is truer, more spontaneous, without the
ponderous meanderings and tangents that come with
over-contemplation of most kinds of emotional output.
The physicality of the materials feeds heavily into the
painting experience, and a large part of creating a work
is preparation of paints, tools and surfaces. Pogue feels a
connection to her materials, an empathy for them, a tactile

Acrylic & Mixed Media on Canvas

30” x 30”

relish – it is this that allows her to work fluidly and mix media
on canvas in a way that supports the strengths of each
material. Working with mixed media, including acrylic and
encaustic, Pogue’s combination of dynamic surface texture
with subtle gradations of intense color, which glows from
within, make her work intensely effective. Her technique
produces dramatic plays of light and tone, giving the works
tremendous depth. The radiating atmosphere created lends
her paintings a subtlety and emotional openness that allows
the viewer to connect directly to the painting. Pogue wants
her viewers to react to the work on a visceral level, capturing
that immediate ‘wow!’ factor that makes her pieces stand
out. The directness of creation encapsulates a directness
of expression, that is, when showing another person one of
her paintings, Pogue stands exposed and vulnerable, the
entirety of her expression laid bare for them to read in the
painting. She reveals that this is now that powerful moment
between the artist and the viewer... an intangible thing.
Lynda Pogue is a motivational speaker and writer as well as
an accomplished artist on a continual quest to create fresh
ways of expressing her original ideas. She lives and works
just outside Toronto, Canada.
Websites: www.lyndapogue.com
www.coventgarden.ca/lynda/lynda.htm
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Lynda_Pogue.aspx
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VéRONIKAH

YUUMI ASATSU

Y

uumi Asatsu explores the emotive potential of paint,
using her vibrant palette and evocative marks to draw
viewers in. Even when Asatsu’s oil paintings depict still
scenes or fields of color, they are full of movement. Strokes
dance across her compositions and the paint takes on a
life of its own. Textured and dense, the surfaces of Asatsu’s
canvases sometimes resemble geographical terrains in
which valleys dip into darkness and lithe leaves or petals
blow in the wind.
Asatsu has an affinity for neo-Expressionism, knowing
that dramatic brush marks and hues have the power to
kindle emotion. She has also been influenced by German
photographer Martin Liebscher, an artist who uses repetition
to make conventional scenes absurd.
Asatsu, who usually crafts an image a day, believes an
artwork should ultimately be free of an artist’s feeling and so
she distances her personal story from her work. She paints
to offer viewers an emotional vehicle for experiencing the
world, and she invites them to project their own feelings
onto her canvases.
A native of Hiroshima, Japan, Asatsu has exhibited
internationally. Most recently, her work has appeared at the
Design Festa Gallery in Tokyo, and the Sala Barna Gallery
in Spain. Asatsu now lives and works in Chiba, Japan.
Websites: www.yuumiasatsu.web.fc2.com/top.html
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Yuumi_Asatsu.aspx

Subliminal Yellow
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Oil on Canvas

76.5” x 64”

La Danseuse

Acrylic & Ink on Canvas 48” x 36”

V

éroniKaH invests her paintings with all of her passions,
and creates stirring images of sublime transformation.
Metamorphosis at its most powerful is a major theme in
her work, which bears a consistently fluid feel, as images
appear to melt visually into a mixture of water and light,
as if returning to their primal origins. VéroniKaH is always
researching new techniques to bring forth her vision and she
uses a variety of media, including liquid stained glass and
lead thread, as well as a selection of objects that she affixes
to her canvases to create her abstracts, floral portraiture,
nudes and collages. As a self-taught artist, VéroniKaH was
originally drawn to the freedom of abstract painting, and
she says her work is still a poetic reflection of her personal
life. She uses colors like a spiritual sculptor, carving out the
dynamic processes of her emotional life on the canvas. And
the canvas is where the metamorphosis ultimately occurs:
not only for her as an artist in the act of creation, but also for
the viewer who takes in her stunning colors and evocative
forms. VéroniKaH has invited us to take part in her journey
and we thrive in the exultant feelings she has allowed in her
paintings.
Websites: www.veronikah.com
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/VéroniKaH.aspx

CLIVE ROWE

Untitled 9514011

Inkjet Print on Fine Art Paper

33” x 23”

Untitled 5812120702

Inkjet Print on Fine Art Paper

33” x 23”

I

n Clive Rowe we find a daring and technologically
advanced artist. In his body of work we discover atmospheric
abstractions that whirl and zoom like powerful intergalactic
storms. Other works retain a more tangible quality, appearing
like twisted Technicolor rock, tubing, or even vivid porcupinelike explosions. The great invention of forms shown by Rowe
is truly astounding. Though he began his artistic journey with
conventional photography at the early age of nine, he switched
from film to digital and from realism to abstraction after the
recent advancements in digital cameras. His fully bloomed
aesthetic may have been born with the camera, but it was
raised to fruition with the computer. Rowe employs powerful
visual programs to craft his art, and keeps experimenting as
new technologies are developed. He has recently progressed
to three-dimensional rendering, a move that has added a
sculptural aesthetic to his work and allowed a freedom from
reality and the camera. The dynamism and undulating colors
in these images force our eyes around the picture at light
speed. It is as if Rowe is crafting his art with pure energy. The
images are fully abstract yet retain the perception that they
are little worlds existing for us to explore.
Rowe has a finely tuned sense of texture and navigates
easily between styles. Color may be portrayed as an impasto
painterly swath or as an ambiance, like pure prismatic light.
In his works, we find subtle similarities to the likes of the
Abstract Expressionist painters and even Joan Miro’s late

Clive Rowe in his Studio

experimentations with full abstraction. Rowe is cognizant
of the power of abstraction as a medium of contemplation.
“I believe that many ideas are not seen sharply, but as
impressions and they are best expressed in similar form,”
he explains. “The fact that I may see one meaning and each
viewer another is immaterial.” Having exhibited his work in
London and recently acquiring representation in New York,
Rowe continues to develop his unique artistic style. He lives
and works in London.
Websites: www.cliverowephotographer.com
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Clive_Rowe.aspx
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Memorable Receptions from Around the World

Santiago, Chile: Ana Maria Garces at her
recent opening at Club de Yates

Oslo, Norway: Ellen Juell (R) with Guests at
her solo Exhibition at Gallery Albin Art

Lisbon, Portugal: Isabel Santta Cecilia at her
exhibition at the Galeria Actual

Saarbruecken, Germany: Kerstin Arnold at
her exhibition at the Gallery of NTER Versicherungen

The Netherlands: Caroline Mars presenting
her latest work to the press

Florence, Italy: Hedy Maimann (R) at the
opening for “Premio Italia” for visual arts,
Section Paintings 2009 organized by the art
journal, Eco d’Arte

Saarbruecken, Germany: Monika Mori and
Michael Mootz at her exhibition “Viennese
Waltz” at KKH-Mootz-Art

Milan, Italy: Marialuisa Sabato (2nd from L)
between Nadia Presotto (journalist) and Sabrina Falzone (Art Director) at her exhibition
opening in “Il Borgo Gallery”

Brussels, Belgium: Patrick Girod (R) at
his recent reception in Bruxelles with Mr DE
DARDEL, Swiss Ambassador

Grasse, France: Ferial at her exhibition at the
Cultural Center in the Maritime Alps

St Bruno, Canada: VeroniKaH at her recent
open house with M. Robert Meunier, the president of Maestro Technologies

Bogota, Columbia: Giovanny Sanchez Tot
(R) at his exhibition at the 1/4 de arte gallery
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Norwich, UK: Mark Ward at Art 18/21’s
exhibition “An Absense of Windmills” with
gallery owner Laura Williams

Quito, Ecuador: Pedro Leon at his private
gallery opening

Scottsdale, AZ, USA: Rom Lammar (L) with
Fréderic de Claremont, Gallery Director, at his
recent opening reception

West Uruguay, Peru: The 14th Annual
Symposium on Doctorial Art Etiquette
T. Mikey PhD

Genoa, Italy: Tommaso Arscone at
ArteGenova 2009: 5a Market-Exhibition of
modern and contemporary art

Portland, ME, USA: Virginia Hernàndez (2nd
from L) at Centro Latino

Zurich, Switzerland: Sandra Schawalder
(L) with guest at the opening reception of her
exhibition at the gallery Art 4

London, UK: Oliver Benoit at his reception
opening in London

San Francisco, USA: Ethel Jimenez at her
recent reception at Gallery 28

New York, USA: Angela Di Bello, Gallery
Director, with artist Dave Wisniewski, at the
opening reception for “The 2009 Chelsea International Fine Art Competition” at Agora Gallery

Paris, France: Flora Castaldi at Carrousel du
Louvre, Musée du Louvre, Exposition Société
Nationale des Beaux-Arts

Durango, Mexico: Álvaro Cuartango (L), with
his agent, wife Adela Balderas, and the Museum
Director Mr. Joseba Aizpurua at the opening
reception at the Durango Museum of Art & History.
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OFFER GOLDFARB

Figure Ascending Stairs
Slice of Life

Photographic Print

tark, postmodern, and highly intriguing, self-taught
Israeli photographer, Offer Goldfarb creates a world
of his own through the power of the lens. Goldfarb offers up
spare yet symbolic imagery of strong contrasts: hard and
soft, here and nowhere, consciousness and void. One of
his preferred aesthetic tools is employing large expanses
of muted tones to build a dramatic effect, a sort of sensorial
deprivation that ends with a vibrant focal point. The urban
landscape’s walls, pavement, stairs and buildings are the
boundaries wherein dwells the spirit. Lone protagonists
linger nearly beyond our sight, in stairwells, peering up
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28” x 40”

28” x 36”

Offer Goldfarb

S

Photographic Print

close through cracks, or from afar. Displaying
a preference for sandy beige and cool grays,
offset by tiny areas of crimson or cobalt blue,
the pictures are as much a nuanced study
of color as an emotive tool. There is a gritty
post-apocalyptic feeling to some of his urban
works, as if the air had been sucked out of
the atmosphere. However it is not destruction
but a marked absence of humanity that is
both startling and peaceful at once. “I regard
photography as a mirror—reflecting my
inner world,“ he explains. “Abstract, for me,
is getting far from the thing itself, but always
leaving a hint for life.” There is a spiritual
quality to the works that deal with maintaining
identity in a cold hard world. Goldfarb will also
turn his minimalist principles towards nature
and through his reduction of the human
influence we are confronted by elegant,
almost painterly images. Hints of nature are
often coupled with concrete, glass, or steel. Goldfarb’s
genius lies in empowering the audience and providing them
with room to insert themselves into the work—for when the
heart is given space, that is when it soars.
Besides being a working artist, Goldfarb teaches at an
institute of visual arts outside of Tel Aviv. He has exhibited
his photographs frequently in Israel, as well in Germany
and the United States. Goldfarb lives and works in Israel.

Websites: www.offergoldfarb.com
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Offer_Goldfarb.aspx

EVA BOUZARD-HUI
Eva Bouzard-Hui combines exquisite craft with a penchant for experimentation.
A versatile artist, Bouzard-Hui uses paint as readily as clay or collage. Her
mixed media works, including uncanny ceramic sculptures, bring together a
surreal selection of images, a whimsical palette and innovative compositions,
creating an opus of multi-dimensional forms. Bouzard-Hui’s work ultimately
explores relationships, showing how diverse materials, forms, and personalities
can interact to generate something mysterious and novel.
Bouzard-Hui studied Art Education at the University of South Carolina before
receiving a master’s degree from New York’s Columbia University. In 1992, she
also received an Ed.D. in College Teaching and Administration from Columbia
University’s Teachers College. Bouzard-Hui has taught art since the late 1960s
and has exhibited nationally. She has been influenced by her late husband’s skill
as a potter and the ideas they exchanged about ceramic work. Eva BouzardHui lives and works in Caldwell, New Jersey, where she runs the Bouzard-Hui
Gallery.
Websites: www.bouzardhuiart.com
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Eva_Bouzard__Hui.aspx

RIE OSOGOE

Lady and the Tiger
Ceramic & Mixed Media 18” x 14”

Rie Osogoe’s lithe, layered compositions revitalize Modernism’s fixation with
color and shape, giving geometric abstraction a fresh face. In Osogoe’s acrylic
paintings, angular planes of color dynamically pile up, one on top of another, like
note cards or swatches artfully stacked on a table. Osogoe experiments with
arrangements and relationships, tilting shapes on their side, playing austere
hues off against warm ones, or allowing fields of color to slip off the canvas’
edge.
Influenced by Warhol and Pop Art, Osogoe is particularly attuned to the
rhythms and color schemes present in contemporary culture. The inspiration
for her work often comes from found paper that she has collected and she sees
these diversely colored sheets as microcosms of human life. Ultimately, her
work exists to intensify people’s sensorial reactions, giving them an enlivened
awareness of the world they see around them.
Osogoe currently lives and works in Okayama City, Japan, where she exhibits
her work and teaches art to children.
Website: www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Rie_Osogoe.aspx

C-2-09

Acrylic on Canvas

29” x 24”

Refusing to accept one all-encompassing label, artist Tiziana Borghese
considers her practice a hybrid of painting, photography and installation.
Her beautiful digital images, which she terms “photographic paintings,”
incorporate a breadth of mediums and influences. Although shot with a
camera, each photograph is like a painting without pigment, with multiple
artistic elements drawn from her multidisciplinary focus. Ambiguous in its
imagery and interpretation, it alludes to a narrative hidden just below the
surface. Sometimes, digitally altered, the photographs draw from Surrealist
vocabulary, as well as contemporary issues, to produce a dreamlike
vision that causes the viewer to ponder the image before him and thus
question his trust of the natural world. Not adherent to one sole influence,
Borghese’s works evidence a deep understanding and fluent education in
aesthetics and art theory, current affairs, and international cinema.
Tiziana Borghese is the 2008 recipient of the Terry Cutler Acquisitive
Arts Prize and her evocative series, “Creature Within,” is being used in
some Baha’i meditation classes in Sydney. Represented in a number of
major private collections, Tiziana Borghese lives and works in Melbourne,
Australia.
Website: www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Tiziana_Borghese.aspx

TIZIANA BORGHESE

The Light at the End of the Tunnel
Digital Photography 49” x 35.5”
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Everything That is New is Old Again
The Confessions of a Traditionalist
by David J. LaBella

A

rtists, and, particularly, those who produce what we call
Modern art, are at once both the most self-conscious
(“Look at what I did”) and the least self-conscious (Look at
what they did”) artists: by focusing singularly on creating
the “new”, and by dismissing what has come before (the
foundation, perhaps, of their method), they offer work that
could only represent a departure even from similar work
that preceded theirs. Changing times, evolving social
context, and shifting mores and moralities all validate
their assumption that they have tapped into totally original
interpretations of what they are affected by.
“Another unsettling element in modern art is that common
symptom of immaturity, the dread of doing what has been
done before.” -Edith Wharton
One wonders, though, if, when everyone is convinced that
what they offer is new, that it is just as possible that nothing
is new - if, in spite of the dynamic forces of change and their
effect on our consciousness and sensibilities, Modern art
merely creates work that is different rather than anything
genuinely new; if the range of creative possibilities is
ultimately limited by the human condition and the capabilities
of our senses. In art, as in any ideology or system of thought,
there is the danger of making decisions or statements after
first convincing oneself that, since one has been anointed
or chosen to do so, one must therefore be in the right at any
and all times. The subsequent tendency of those figures
to then selectively judge information and events in order
to create a factual basis for their pre-determined beliefs,
corrodes true creativity and subordinates progress to ideals
and canons that may do much more harm than good.
“In art, all who have done something other than their
predecessors have merited the epithet of revolutionary;
and it is they alone who are masters.” -Paul Gaugin
Gaugin, himself a seminal figure in the evolution of Modern
art and whose work fed into several schools of the genre
that arose nearly simultaneously in the years that followed
close behind the hey day of the Impressionists (Primitivism,
Post-Impressionism, Synthetism), realized that the
liberating ideas of the Impressionists were in no way endsin-themselves but rather a beginning, and that, even if he
perhaps could not visualize where the ensuing process
would lead, art would never be the same.
The true beginnings lie much farther back in the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries, a by-product of the Enlightenment,
when Rationalist thought and the advancement of the
scientific method encouraged artists and thinkers alike to
examine life and existence from different perspectives, and to
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conclude that classical religious thought did not necessarily
explain the world and the position of humankind within the
larger universe. America’s Declaration of Independence
and the war that followed validated the idea that men could
apply an expanded system of rights based on citizenship
and common purpose to a method of governance that
promoted their wishes and rejected rule based on heredity
and class structure. The European mirror-image of the
American experience was the French Revolution, which
lasted much longer, turned citizen against citizen, and offered
only a temporary and hopelessly ineffective substitute for
aristocratic rule, but that, at the least, did bring an infusion
of new social and political thought into European society.
While, ultimately, the French Revolution was far more of
a social rather than a political event, the challenges to
centuries-old institutions and attitudes that it brought forth
fostered debate and political and social discourse on an
unprecedented scale. From the violence and turmoil of the
early decades of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries sprang the earliest beginnings of Modern art.
Romantics, Realists, and, later, Impressionists argued
against traditional, idealistic art and classically-inspired,
academic and governmentally-sanctioned national art and
the long-established artists’ unions that ensured that only
the artistic works that conformed to the rigid doctrines and
forms recognized by the critics would gain any audience.
By the end of the nineteenth century, the entire artistic
landscape had been rendered unrecognizable to anyone
who might have only known the classical ages that had
come before; the demons, once set loose, had procreated
and multiplied, and the clock could never be turned back.
It became necessary to consider many different works in
many different mediums from many different schools and
sources, and the process accelerated during the dynamic
period that spanned the end of the nineteenth century and
the first decades of the twentieth.
“There is no abstract art. You must always start with
something. Afterward you can remove all traces of reality.”
-Pablo Picasso
Embedded within Picasso’s words lies the seed of the
conflict between the classical and the modern: Picasso’s
work was always firmly grounded in imagery drawn from the
knowable and the graspable. Yet, after that point, one could
say that in the execution of the work the bond between the
objective and the subjective was stretched to the breaking
point, rendering classical criticism irrelevant, and making it
necessary for the artist’s intent to be presented concurrently
with the actual work. Classical art demanded that the
observer understood its intent and reference points drawn
from history or culture; the abstract medium demanded

no more than for the observer to accept unquestioningly
the artists’ explanation of their visual interpretation of their
intended meaning as it was draped upon the framework of
the imagery. The former went to great pains to detail in the
work each of the allegorical and historical matters it wished
to acknowledge; the latter goes to great pains after the fact
to present a thematic narrative that can be applied to the
work as it is viewed. The classical treads ground that has
already been visited by the consciousness of the culture
that produced it, and the modern leads the culture that it
exists within down a path that only the artist is completely
conscious of.

character. The insistence that responsibility be taken for the
artifacts of any society or culture derives from the values
that society chooses to outline the opportunities, excesses,
dreams, and limitations that combine within the threads of
a shared history; that responsibility can be shared widely in
an open, democratic society or can be hoarded among a
self-sustaining elite. Modern art began as a movement that
established itself outside of the traditional elite that both
grew out of and served the artists, critics, governments, and
national ideals of the culture it represented; in succeeding
as it has throughout the century and more that has passed
since its beginnings, it has built its own elite of artists, critics,
buyers, promoters, and venues that sustains all who buy into
the notion that their work is no less valid (or, being “new”,
even more valid) than that of their predecessors. Classical
art had passionate defenders who decried the passing of
what they held to be unassailable objective standards that
validated work; the leading figures of the modern era have
elevated the subjective and the discretionary quality of
their work to the same status, and stand no less adamant
than the classicists in their insistence that things are so
because they say they are so. The overwhelming primacy
of personality in the marketplace, the hyper-sensitivity to
each other of the buyers and brokers who make and break
kings and queens at will, the celebration of quirky-ness and
opacity as hallmarks of desirable work, of advanced skill,
and of discerning patrons...was this not inevitable, when
the ivory towers of the conventional and the traditional were
sacked by the onrush of modernity?
“Skill without imagination is craftsmanship and gives us
many useful objects such as wickerwork picnic baskets.
Imagination without skill gives us modern art.”
-Tom Stoppard
{abstract art is}...”a product of the untalented, sold by the
unprincipled to the utterly bewildered.” -Al Capp

w1216 Eagle Ridge, Essex, CT

Archival Inkjet 20” x 16”

“I remember being handed a score composed by Mozart at
the age of eleven. What could I say? I felt like de Kooning,
who was asked to comment on a certain abstract painting,
and answered in the negative. He was then told it was
the work of a celebrated monkey. ‘That’s different. For a
monkey, it’s terrific.’ “
-Igor Stravinsky
The danger, of course, that lay within this evolution from
the classical to the modern, was that the dictatorship
of academic criticism that defined classical art would be
replaced by a dictatorship of the artists and their particular
personalities – just as when an economic or political
system is relieved of a burden of strict regulation, inevitably
individuals assume the role occupied by convention and
writ and come to associate their efforts with their own

In the end, surely it is not surprising that we have come
to where we are now? The speed and the extent to which
Modern art took hold and branched out into its myriad of
schools and movements throughout the early twentieth
century could not, in retrospect, have taken anyone by
surprise. The vacuum created by the dismissal of traditional
art drew the attention not only of Western artists who were no
longer bound by the demands of convention and traditional
criticism, but also of those artists who were influenced by the
wider world they lived in – and the medium became heavily
influenced by African, Native and South American, and
Asian cultures that had been routinely ignored by classical
artists. Each successive school of Modern art purported
to represent a departure from what had preceded it, even
when separated from each other by only a few years. It
was as though each new movement, once established for a
period of time and having found a consistent audience and
a somewhat widespread exhibition, became suspect and
“conventional”; and, therefore, subject to replacement as
soon as possible. Expressionism and abstraction became
consumed by the ideal of endless innovation that had created
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it, and new work was constantly touted as reactionary
against the mainstream, as more worthy of consideration
by means of its freshness and purity, and as more likely
to escape becoming conventional and commercial. In fact,
the opposite was often the case, as the act of innovation
itself became more important, and more public, than the
individual works themselves – the restless urge to reject
the standardization and codification of the new medium
into something understandable and approachable took on
its own dynamic and flourished in the twentieth century.
Criticism, buyers, and the marketplace sought to exploit,
and to profit from, the newness as much as or even more
than from the works themselves.

Hydrangea, Westbrook, CT

Archival Inkjet 20” x 16”

“Art is the human disposition of sensible or intelligible matter
for an esthetic end.”
-James Joyce
The endless Brownian motion that has characterized the
progress of Modern art through the years – random, lacking
a clear direction, repetitive – demonstrates that within the
realm of human creativity there are limits in what we are able
to produce, given the senses and tools at our command.
Reaction against what is in vogue, the posturing of the
artists and their patrons, the cultivated attitudes meant to
validate their relevance – one is left to wonder if it might
not be the case that the work would be better off if some
of this superfluous baggage would be ignored by the art
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press and the brokers who, perhaps, have concentrated
as much power in their hands as had the academic critics
of the past. The general artistic movement of Modern art
has divided and subdivided itself into so many splinter
groups and schools that successively narrower versions
of, essentially, the same forms of art have dissipated the
vitality and originality of the genre; relegating advancement
to repetition and redundant categorization. There are artists
at work today who, intended or not, create works that so
closely resemble a Rothko or a Pollock that one wonders
how the work can be justified as original.
But, then, is it not also true that I am as guilty as any of
them? As a large-format photographer, working in the
field to capture still images on film one by one in a fairly
laborious process that has not changed substantially in
over 150 years, using no electronics save, perhaps, a light
meter – am I nearly as creative and original as I might prefer
to think? Is it not true that I seek out and work in many
of the same landscapes as so many of my predecessors
and peers? Do I not also photograph some of the same
locations I have worked in before? If so, then my errand
is no less of a fool’s errand than is that of anyone else...
and I am no less susceptible to the same criticism that I
make in my disparagement of Modern art. The punishment
that fits the crime, then, is to take Joyce’s words to heart,
and to understand that my sensibilities are no more than
that – my sensibilities. Others have theirs, and use them to
cast light on the products of their imagination as they see
fit, and the world is better for it. The evolution of Modern
art has been at work long enough that, as with biological
evolution, the offspring, many generations later, no longer
exhibit exactly the distinct characteristics of the original.
Artistic cross-pollination, mutation, the blending of cultures
and influences, the globalization of artifacts and ideas,
and the long-overdue acceptance of ability as something
not guaranteed by class or birthright – all of these factors
have infused art with a wealth of riches unimaginable to
anyone who applies a narrow point of view in their appraisal
of the work of others. The near-organic process that has
diversified Modern art and that has kept it in the forefront
of the marketplace for all of these years, is, no doubt, a
by-product of the urbanized, democratized society we live
in. Pluralism (some would call it Balkan-ism) obeys its own
rules, however opaque they may seem to me. I will abide
by mine, and the world will turn... differently to others and in
other places, but turn just the same.

T

WENDY COHEN

Mountains of Angels

Oil with Mixed Media on Canvas

44” x 44”

hrough work reminiscent of Klee in its textures and
palette, and Picasso in its use of the human face as a
flexible sculptural form, Australia-based artist Wendy Cohen
weaves fantastical, exuberant journeys of the imagination.
Her colors range from cheery reds and yellows to various
shades of blue, which maintain a playful, yet grounded
tone. Wendy has said that her inspiration lies in the way
she continually challenges herself and runs with stimulating
ideas that rise above the mundane. Her soft, round faces
visually dance and twist within fragmented, jagged forms
that are shaped like stained glass. And like the pieces of
a puzzle, her chunks of color fit together with all the other
angled, soft or square zones on these canvases. Her
works are a feast for the eyes, with their thickly textured,
multi-layered surfaces. They take viewers to an aesthetic
realm full of passion and wonderment where there are no
boundaries, laws or rules. Wendy grew up in Cape Town,
South Africa, and much of the power of these works lies
in their primitivist figures which are clearly influenced and
motivated by the African culture. Whether she is striving to
capture a mood or inviting us to explore the surreal worlds
she has created for us on her canvases, Wendy Cohen’s
paintings are unique celebrations of all that is visual, tactile,
and passionate.
Wendy Cohen presently lives and works in Sydney Australia
where she has been exhibiting her work since 2005.
Websites: www.wendycohen.net.au
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Wendy_Cohen.aspx

SIGNATURE POWER: LEGENDS AND OTHER MYTHS
January 9 - April 29, 2010
123 Smith Street Brooklyn, NY
www.micromuseum.com
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Social Media and the Arts

E

by Karin Maraney

arlier in the year, Agora Gallery developed its online
presence by moving into the world of social media.
The blog, Agora Art, discusses trends and interesting news
items from the art world and provides a forum for artists
and art enthusiasts to share opinions, ideas and inspiration. Agora Gallery’s Facebook page is an excellent way to
keep in touch with the latest events at the gallery, whilst the
Twitter feed keeps followers up to date with recent developments in the global art scene.

which has a ‘population’ so large that if it were a country it
would be the eighth most populated in the world.
Yet despite all this, many people still have difficulty in appreciating the benefit social media can have when it comes
to the arts. Social media, they say, is either social, a way
to keep in touch with friends, see their photos or videos or
news, or media related, a way of sharing news or advertising
products. It is true that social media is both of these things.
But that doesn’t mean that it has nothing to do with art. On

In many ways, this was a symptom of natural growth and
of Agora Gallery’s commitment to using the best of modern
communication tools to share and spread news about the
gallery, artists, and the wider art world. Social media has
become increasingly prominent in the past year or so. It
played a role in last year’s presidential campaign and continues to be utilized effectively by the current White House
administration – FDR had a weekly radio broadcast, but the
current President uses online video site YouTube to get his
message across to the people. Twitter, which allows users
to share information in updates of up to 140 characters,
or ‘tweets’ – of which there are about three million a day –
proved vital in monitoring the unfolding events surrounding
the Iranian election protests. Social networks account for
about ten percent of internet usage – particularly Facebook,

the contrary, these elements bear a crucial relevance to the
arts world.
The fact is that publicizing events is as vital to arts organizations as it is to any other. It doesn’t matter how great
your exhibition is, or how fantastic your performers are going to be, if no one gets to hear about it. For that reason if
no other, it is important to participate in the online networks
where so many people go to share news and find out what
is going on in their town, city or holiday destination. Not
accepting this reality risks alienating a powerful potential
source of visitors, audience members and clients.
On the other hand, social media is primarily social. It is not
enough – indeed, it may be counter-productive – merely to
advertise products or performances. To use it properly, arts
organizations must engage with their audience. With the
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growth of the internet, people increasingly demand personalization, a face behind the brand. They want to hear about
how this exhibition was put together, what the thinking was
behind this choice of music, or why those individuals were
chosen to be involved with a project. And they discuss it,
what they think about it, and why. Now, this is going to happen anyway – for example, within a week of the LACMA announcement in July that they were discontinuing their 40year old film program, an aggressive Facebook campaign,
complete with online petition, had been formed with over
a thousand members (after which potential donors began
coming forward and the project was given a new lease of
life). People talk. They just do, it’s one of the things that
makes us human – we all like to chat about our pet interests
or favorite topics, and many of us are aware that we can
find like-minded people who share those interests in online
communities. That means that an art museum, for example, which doesn’t interact with these discussions comes
across as forbidding and somewhat behind the times. On
the other hand, one which participates in conversations, responds to ideas or criticism, and shows interest in people’s
thoughts has a golden opportunity to assure their key audi-

ence that they are appreciated, involve new customers and
gain fascinating, up to date feedback from people who will
be happy to explain themselves, elaborate, or discuss.
This leads to the other aspect of social media which has
such enormous potential value for the arts. The difficulty of
getting people involved and enthused about cultural events
or activities has long been a subject of concern in the arts
world. Social media offers the possibility of both engaging
new interest and developing new ways for people to interact with the material. Opera Columbus, for instance, hosted
a special dress rehearsal of The Pearl Fishers during which
audience members were encouraged to tweet their impressions, allowing them to play a more active role in the experience, share their discoveries, and concentrate more closely
on the details of the performance. Lisa Minken, director of
marketing, said that “the most rewarding thing was hearing
people say [online], ‘I’ve never been to the opera before;
I love it’ or ‘I’m so surprised,’.” America’s National Symphony Orchestra also experimented with a performance of
Beethoven’s Pastoral during which the conductor tweeted
out comments on the part of the score being played, gave
extra background to the piece, and tried to set the work
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in context. There were mixed reactions, which illustrated
both the power of the technique in terms of generating discussion and the joy which some people felt at participating
more in the performance.
With the growth of social media, it has become easier for
people to view themselves in the role of producers, creators,
as well as consumers or customers. This is particularly true
of the art world, where the appropriateness of the new ability to build and form as well as appreciate is very obvious.
MoMA’s new website, launched in March, not only links to
the museum’s social media pages, but allows visitors to
create online exhibitions and ‘collect’ works of art virtually
as they walk around the gallery, using their mobile phone –
so that they can view their personal ‘collection’ back home,
on the website. The Brooklyn Museum’s site encourages
visitors to explore their online gallery of artwork, resulting
in a comment section well worth reading. Artists and art68 ArtisSpectrum

lovers now have the opportunity to become involved and
great creative with art that they see as well as with their
own work. It’s a natural and very interesting transition. We
should be aware of the new elements which social media
brings to the art world, explore the possibilities it generates
and welcome the opportunity to be part of developing its
potential to the fullest. It has much to offer the art world,
and, in turn, the art world has much of value to introduce to
the wider world, in an open and engaging manner – through
social media.
To get involved with Agora Gallery through social media,
become a fan of our Facebook page (http://www.facebook.com/AgoraGalleryNY), follow us on Twitter (http://
twitter.com/Agora_Gallery) and join in the discussion on
our blog (http://agoraartgalleryblog.com/).

BILL WATSON

ART IN A MATERIAL WORLD

BOOK NOW AT WWW.TATE.ORG.UK
OR ON 020 7887 8888
SOUTHWARK
MEDIA PARTNER

Inner Being of Complex Man
Acrylic on Canvas 60” x 36”

Creating wondrous and arresting images, Bill Watson
is an artist whose explorations take him to the very edge
of knowledge and experience. Bridging the scientific and
spiritual worlds, Watson works within both, connecting
deeply to the folk tales and beliefs of indigenous American
peoples, yet having taught university level chemistry after
gaining a PhD. His scientific research took him to many
remote parts of the world—he spent much time in the Andes
and in Tibet, meeting with shamans and herbal doctors to
share the sources of their preparations.
There are traces of this inner spiritual world evident
throughout Watson’s work. He uses intense primary
and secondary colors with dappled brushstrokes, often
employing strong black lines to delineate forms, create spirit
beasts or subdivide animals and people into inner sections.
The paintings vary greatly between works as Watson tailors
his style to the demands of the subject matter. When first
experimenting, he studied the styles and techniques of
early and contemporary artists and went on to work with
oils, learning precisely to work with colors and blending,
but also experimenting with the effects that surface texture
could create. As an artist, his scientific rigor allows Watson
true freedom of expression through which he can layer
deeper meanings and spiritual explorations.
Bill Watson currently lives and works in Santa Fe.

Jeff Koons Rabbit, 1986 © Jeff Koons Collection Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago, partial gift of Stefan T. Edlis and H. Gael Neeson Photo: Douglas M. Parker Studio, Los Angeles Courtesy The Eli and Edythe L. Broad Collection, Los Angeles

1 OCT 2009 – 17 JAN 2010

Websites: www.watson-online-art-gallery.com
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Bill_Watson.aspx
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SUSAN MARX

Susan Marx: The Beach at Trouville, France, May 29, 2009, 4 PM
Acrylic on Masonite 16” x 20”

S

usan Marx loves color. Her expressive brushwork and
palette bring to mind the celebrated Impressionists
and Fauves, artists entranced by both color and light.
She paints en plein air, outside, never from photographs.
Susan Marx carefully observes nature and then responds
spontaneously with generous brushstrokes and vivid color.
There is immediacy to her work. As she paints, the needs of
painting itself take over; nature acts only as a springboard.
Composition is of the utmost importance; every painting is
a study of shape and design. She is concerned with the
beauty of the paint itself, using warm and cool colors that
sing. There is a celebration of life in Marx’s paintings, a joie
de vivre. Her works might bring to mind Monet, Bonnard,
Matisse, Van Gogh and other masters, yet her art remains
unique for her daring abstraction. Our eyes dance around
the picture plane, following the flutter of Marx’s brushstrokes.
She takes us away from our present state and provides us
with a full sensorial experience.
The photograph shows Susan with her painting of Trouville,
painted this past June on the same spot on the Normandy
coast where Monet painted. The painting is a true Marx,
with vibrant color and strong expressive brushstrokes; it
captures the strong late-afternoon light and its effect on
color.
Marx has exhibited in New York, New Jersey, Boston, Paris
and Israel. She lives in Orange, New Jersey
Websites: www.susanmarxartist.com
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Susan_Marx.aspx

I

nfluenced in part by color-field painting, Isabel Bolivar
pares down the details of her landscapes to essential
colors and forms in order to re-imagine them as powerful
and evocative studies of light interacting with structure.
Whether presenting an urban street or a vista from nature,
her brightly colored, lush imagery is filled with light that
permeates the air and resides in the surfaces of her structures
and forms. Cities regain their beauty through her paintings,
as her work reveals the geometric fundamentals of streets
and landscapes. We see them afresh through her focus on
the primary tones and arrays that are the building blocks of
our perception and the heart of our visual pleasure. Isabel
often chooses colors and locales that suggest sand, rock
or the tropics, but even if her landscapes are not physically
tropical or exotic, there is a powerful feeling of heat and light
in her work, as well as weathered, venerable structures,
which she portrays as complex, multilayered surfaces with
varying degrees of shading. This focus, coupled with her
intense commitment to rich coloration, makes her work a
series of complex explorations of the evocative powers of
the canvas. Isabel Bolivar’s paintings capture moments
in time and space and she boldly brings them forth with
commitment and daring.
Website:
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Isabel_Bolivar.aspx
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ISABEL BOLIVAR

Moon Over North Africa

Acrylic

24” x 30”

WILDA GERIDEAU-SQUIRES

ALBERT BARCILON

A

Abstract XXI

Archival Pigment Print

18” x 12”

W

ith her captivating images of everyday objects like
glass, fabric and metal, Wilda Gerideau-Squires
elevates her raw material from its conventional context,
strips it of its associations and turns it into a pure visual
dialogue between textures, forms and light. Using both film
and digital photography, she explores the essence of her
objects and creates pictures that are powerful due to their
themes of visual contrast, especially the interplay of light
upon fabric of varying thicknesses and colors. The resulting
abstract images continually remind us that in everything
there is an extraordinary element waiting to be discovered
and appreciated. Through Wilda’s stunning work, we are
able to both take in their beauty as art objects, but also
identify them with their real-world counterparts, thereby
gaining a stirring lesson in the unique and enigmatic qualities
inherent in commonplace objects. The dramatic balance
of forms and shapes which she uncovers conjures a wide
range of moods in us; her work is an intense combination of
control and focus as well as the spontaneity which breathes
life into abstraction. By her skills, sensitivity and finely honed
craft, Wilda Gerideau-Squires is able to bring out images
that are haunting, luminous, and enigmatic.

lbert Barcilon is an artist of immense poise and
creativity. His paintings are careful composites, built up
in oils through many layers. Barcilon employs a palette of
rich earth tones, bringing out vibrant brick reds and ochre.
In some works these play against halcyon blue or a shock
of cadmium yellow, but there is usually a cohesive patina
to the works which lends them a sense both of confidence
and a masterly quality. Strong blended brushstrokes give
an impression of contained movement and make the
canvas’ surface vibrate with energy. This dynamism unites
the various disparate elements that inhabit the landscapes
Barcilon conjures, resulting in strongly emotive works with
solid visual grounding.
Although many of his compositions are abstract, Barcilon
draws much inspiration from the natural world around him.
One can see the influences of the breathtaking countryside
of both Florida and Colorado, which he divides his time
between, but his practical approach draws on his knowledge
as a scientist, a career he traded to practice and teach art.
However, Barcilon’s artistic drive is to encapsulate through
the hand of fate guiding his own hand the ideas, emotions
and experiences that he felt at the time, immortalized in
paint.
A passion for art runs deep in the Barcilon family. Pinin
Brambilla Barcilon, Albert’s aunt, is the renowned restorer of
da Vinci’s ‘The Last Supper’. Albert Barcilon has participated
in numerous solo exhibitions and juried shows across the
United States.
Websites: www.albertbarcilon.com
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Albert_Barcilon.aspx

Websites:

www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Wilda_Gerideau__Squires.aspx
Remembrance of Things Past
Oil on Canvas 36” x 24”
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THIERRY FAZIAN
T

he wondrous existentialist symbolism of Thierry
Fazian’s mixed media paintings and collages owes its
spectacular hybridity, in part, to the place where he has lived
his whole life: the French Caribbean island of Guadeloupe.
As he puts it: “The place where I’m living is a crossroad
full of beauty and paradox.” That statement proves a fitting
description of his art, too, which melds a series of artistic
influences, stories and media into mystical visions and the
occasional abstraction. Trying to enumerate the various
facets of his work is virtually impossible, so complex is
the network of influences and allusions woven through
each piece, but two dominant styles and iconographies
are unmistakable: European surrealism and Caribbean
mysticism.
The bright and color-saturated worlds Fazian depicts are
populated by elongated human silhouettes, many adorned
with drum-shaped heads after certain Caribbean folk
traditions. It’s a world of surreal desert landscapes, floating
orbs of light and astrological symbolism. Bold blues and
greenish yellows dominate most pieces, suggesting a
cool, infinite depth, and glowing heat. Fazian applies his
acrylic paints in even and smooth brushstrokes, creating
a sleek surface that he then embosses and embeds with
other objects and media. Stones, wood, metal and glass—
whether circular or disjointed and irregular—lend many
works a spectacularly rich and complex texture, which
stands in compelling contrast to the smooth depths of space
his paints depict.

In the end, Fazian’s spectacular visions of stylized human
bodies alongside celestial forms or inhabiting mythical
landscapes offer a harmonious synthesis of the dazzling
confluence of cultures and traditions integral to his
Caribbean identity. There’s a distinctly tropical sheen to
his bold, saturated palette. The human figures that walk
and float through his compositions, meanwhile, evoke the
emaciated bodies of art nouveau paintings as much as
Creole deities. His lush settings, alternately brilliant color
fields and sparse desert mesas, suggest a phantasmagoric
mythology. Above all else, Fazian’s exquisite and intriguing
universe invites us to explore and discover its mysterious
depths.
Websites: www.fazianthierry.com
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Thierry_Fazian.aspx

Thierry Fazian in his Studio

Green Universe
Digital Mixed Media on Canvas
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43” x 19.5”

Circles of Visible and Invisible
Mixed Media on Wood 48” x 26”

RENATA CEBULAR

Flower Power

Ball Point Pen & Coloured Pencil 12” x 16.5”

R

enata Cebular creates lyrical artworks that form visual
harmonies out of chaos. Her work, produced with
ballpoint pen and colored pencil, has an Op Art appearance
at first glance due to the swirling abstract explosions of color
and pattern. Yet on looking closer, we find that the images
recall such different subjects as plant life and flowers,
birds and fireworks, becoming meditative and soulful.
Whimsical lines released for a frenetic journey loop and
cross themselves, forming shapes for patterns and color
to fill. Cebular’s technique is to draw the basic patterns at
the beginning, using both hands, and this lends a natural
sensation to Cebular’s work, as if the everyday doodle has
taken a wonderful turn and been transformed into fine art.
“The patterns and forms, colors and lines flow from the art
daydreams onto the paper out of a feeling of timelessness
and harmony of the given moment,” she explains. The
disparate regions of the image unify to create the whole, a
dynamic visual symphony. Cebular’s art is usually a smaller,
personal size but it is not rare for her to create works that
reach over two feet in width, a great endeavor considering
her chosen medium. Her work is a study of spontaneity, of
the line as it unfurls outward in space and in time. There
are no safety nets, no sketches or templates in Renata
Cebular’s creative process; there is only the moment and
the artist. She currently resides in Switzerland.
Websites: www.artbycebular.com
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Renata_Cebular.aspx

S

weeping movements and vivacious colors invite the
eye to participate in the engaging visual dance that is
the experience of viewing one of Marco Antonio Didu’s
masterful oil paintings. Playful yet serious, complex yet
refreshingly uncomplicated, his works are a thoughtprovoking study in contrasts. Employing a refined palette
of expertly mixed colors, Didu’s paintings are characterized
by an irrepressible effervescence and perceptive use of line
and shape.
Working in both representational and abstracted styles,
Didu continuously explores the possibilities of rendering
the human figure. Representational, almost classicizing
paintings display his adept hand, while simplified
arrangements of intriguing shapes reveal his experimental
side. Deceptively simple at first glance, Didu’s abstracted,
almost minimalistic paintings produce a harmonious,
yet asymmetrical balance that lends the paintings their
musical quality. And upon more meticulous inspection,
Didu’s paintings reveal themselves as new interpretations
of figurative representation. By reducing the figure to its
most essential shapes, flattening the picture plane, and
reinventing his subjects with new colors, Didu revives an
age-old style with a fresh and inspired approach.
A largely self-taught artist, Marco Antonio Didu initially
honed his craft in the great academic style, by copying the
works of the Masters. Having exhibited to critical acclaim in
his native Italy, Didu lives and works in Bologna.
Website: www.marcoantoniodidu.it
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Marco_Antonio_Didu.aspx

MARCO ANTONIO DIDU

Hot

Oil on Wood

24” x 32”
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Seducing the Canvas... the McCartney Phenomenon
by Lynda Pogue

W

hat is it about “the cute one”?
He’s influenced billions of people through his music as well as his art, interviews, films, and his magnanimous philanthropy.
People listening to the man speak find that he is completely compelling.
It’s not a frantic energy but maybe frenetic… rather wild and uninhibited.
And there’s a quiet depth in those famous big brown eyes as he looks intensely into the face of his interviewer. He’s an ‘active
listener’… listening with his whole body, he reacts physically and throws out an instant, rapid-fire quip to any question or comment coming his way… his synapses seem to be like snapping fingers, clicking every second to some internal rhythm.
We need him. We need people just like him.
We need to find ways to emulate that raw energy… or… just find a similar tap in our body/mind/heart and turn it on… Open the
door and let ‘em in.
This article explores Sir Paul McCartney’s versatile talent… most especially how he gets inspired, and what it is that keeps him
moving and reinventing while continuing to hold onto what’s most important to him from the past… Some days my inspiration is
a musical one and other days it has just got to be painting. (LA Weekly, 2009) The focus in this piece is upon his lyrics as well as
his art and how they are entwined. This synergy provides an exemplary path to follow whether one is in the art world or not.
All the words in italics are his.
Consider the meaning of the phrase ‘Renaissance Man’: a present-day person who has acquired profound knowledge or proficiency in more than one field. This is McCartney. Is it you? It’s within each of us to release and follow our passions rather than
remain the same the same the same all our lives. Artists are continually challenged to both ‘stay the course’ and create only
what others dictate… or… to find the grit to go where their heart and character tells them to go.
Blackbird singing in the dead of night
Take these broken wings and learn to fly
All your life
You were only waiting for this moment
to arise.

Blackbird singing in the dead of night
Take these sunken eyes and learn to see
All your life
You were only waiting for this moment
to be free.

I AM, AM I by Lynda Pogue (from the collection of Jody Bishop)
When creating this painting I was questioning my own lack of freedom.
Was I a cut-out who was just doing what everyone else wanted yet waiting for this moment to be free?
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McCartney says that Blackbird is one of his favorite songs and the longing in these emblematic lyrics is clear: You were only
waiting for this moment to be free. Total freedom is something Sir Paul will never experience in his lifetime… consider the billions of photos that have been and continue to be taken of him or the millions of articles/opinion pieces written about him. In
spite of this (or perhaps because of it) his paintings have evolved into something highly distinctive and free… he has fostered
and maintained his own unique style as a painter. This is his and his alone. His personal freedom comes when he is alone with
his brushes, paint and that sometimes overwhelming blank canvas.
He has said that his own painting impulses come from Willem de Kooning’s brushstrokes. He uses a big brush and he goes
whoomp! And I fell in love with his strokes because if you try to paint very accurately… paintings lose that wild spontaneity that
is very attractive... I want to go whoomp; sword-fencing at it with my brush. Talking to Chrissie Wilson, she said, ‘That’s great,
that’s called “killing the canvas”. (www.wingspan.ru)
So, as Sir Paul became more and more serious and assured about his painting, rather than become overwhelmed by a white
raw canvas, he embraced the challenge presented to him by simply taking a gutsy, exuberant and determined first step… he’s
seducing the canvas by stepping up to it and instantly releasing ideas/passions. He’s firing out his inner pressures by splashing paint on the canvas and giving himself permission to carry on as he is directed by hidden instinct. That’s an act of personal
courage. To control and yet not control. There is a seriously important message here for any artist/active person/doer.
Hey Jude, don’t make it bad.
Take a sad song and make it better.
…
And anytime you feel the pain, hey Jude,
refrain,
Don’t carry the world upon your shoulders.
For well you know that it’s a fool who
plays it cool
By making his world a little colder.

Looking Back by Lynda Pogue
When I created this encaustic painting, I was
listening to McCartney’s voice and Jude took form.

…
So let it out and let it in, hey Jude, begin,
You’re waiting for someone to perform
with.
And don’t you know that it’s just you, hey
Jude,
you’ll do,
The movement you need is on your
shoulder.

Is it a blank page? Blank journal? Blank screen? Blank canvas that’s burdening you?
What unexpressed images are impeding your own personal freedom? For many of us, we simply don’t let it out and let it in and
cannot see that… The movement you need is on your shoulder. Stop waiting for someone to perform with; seduce, beguile,
entice your own private canvas by embracing and encouraging that screamingly passionate inner voice of yours to remain silent
no longer. Don’t carry the world upon your shoulders.
Maybe I’m amazed at the level of self-trust and buoyancy that he exudes. It’s the combination of these qualities that allows artists (or entrepreneurs) to have a kind of conviction and confidence in what they do as they travel along their creative pathways.
Don’t worry… something will happen is a credo that McCartney has lived by since his early Beatle days. Inherent in this phrase
is a kind of belief or faith in humanity and its surroundings. It takes the whole concept of worrying about the future off the map.
Fretting disappears. This epitomizes the over-used phrase ‘in the moment’ and makes it real. Trust the moment you’re in right
now. Self assurance is attractive. It sells.
When he was interviewed by David Frost (BBC, 1964) a very young McCartney was asked about his own need for power as
a result of the mind-boggling international success of the music and films of The Beatles. He acknowledged the truth that he
and his mates were experiencing the need for power: There IS a desire to get power. It’s to use it for good. No harm in that, is
there? From that day until now, it would seem that during all his life Paul has been compelled to…Take a sad song and make
it better…
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Ah, look at all the lonely people.
Eleanor Rigby, picks up the rice in the
church where a wedding was been,
Lives in a dream
Waits at the window, wearing the face that
she keeps in a jar by the door,
Who is it for?
All the lonely people, where do they all come from?
All the lonely people, where do they all belong?

Please Bring Me In …by Lynda Pogue
This swirling mass of encaustic paint contains a plaintiff
cry from a lonely Eleanor Rigby-type person begging to belong.

At the Brit Awards (he won Outstanding Contribution to Music, London, 2008) Sir Paul was asked what inspires him today and
he replied: Situations… Words I hear… Something on the radio… Something that charges me to think to myself that I can do
that and I’ll think I’ll have a go. When listening to his music, you can hear the common ‘everydayness’ of people talking on radio
or television… and when you look at his paintings, you’ll see the faces of those who uttered these words… and you’ll sense the
implied meaning of McCartney’s interpretation of what he heard.
The challenge for each of us is to acknowledge and truly listen to our personal sources of motivation, stimulation and revelation.
The supply is infinite. It could come from a friend at a dinner party…
While having dinner together, it was Dustin Hoffman who inspired Paul to write “Picasso’s Last Words (Drink To Me)”. Hoffman
asked McCartney how he came up with ideas for writing songs and Paul replied that you just sort of do it, kind of pick them out
of the air. Dustin challenged him to “write one now.” Paul agreed and Hoffman grabbed a copy of Time magazine that had an
article about the recent death of Pablo Picasso. He read Paul the story about Picasso’s death and his famous last words, “Drink
to me, drink to my health. You know I can’t drink anymore.” McCartney had one of his guitars with him and much to Dustin’s
astonishment; he composed the song on the spot.
The grand old painter died last night
His paintings on the wall
Before he went he bade us well
And said goodnight to us all.
Drink to me, drink to my health
You know I can’t drink any more
Sir Paul McCartney is listed in the Guinness World Record Book as the most successful musician and composer in popular
music history. He has taken The long and winding road that leads to your door and his presence will be felt forever… his words,
music and paintings Will never disappear
There are almost 13 million websites about Paul McCartney.
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
Lyrics used in this article were penned by Sir Paul (some were in collaboration with John Lennon): Blackbird, Eleanor Rigby,
Hey Jude, Let ‘Em In, Maybe I’m Amazed, Picasso’s Last Words (Drink to Me), The Long and Winding Road.
Thanks to Ray Kerr for his insightful suggestions.
Lynda Pogue is an award-winning Canadian artist and writer who lives near Toronto, Ontario. She is represented by Agora Gallery in New York and Covent Garden Fine Art Gallery in Canada and she invites you to visit her website at lyndapogue.com.
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SIBYLLE

Sibylle in her Studio

Grioulla

Ink on Paper

13.5” x 16”

T

he stunningly dense pointillist drawings by Belgian,
Cyprus-based artist Sibylle are at once minutely complex
and strikingly clear. Made up of thousands of individual ink
dots – on average, 2,500 per square inch – each portrait of an
animal or person offers a seemingly endless level of detailed,
meticulously applied and layered patterns to investigate
and unpack. Despite all those degrees of execution and
rendering, though, Sibylle presents her subjects in a stark,
almost confrontational style. Wild and domesticated animals,
and people from unknown places and times look directly at
the viewer, sometimes with a blank expression, elsewhere
with tired, pleading eyes or a focused intensity.
Sibylle’s style of realism – with its extreme details that, in a
manner reminiscent of Chuck Close, never seek to simulate
photographic objectivity – crafts very iconic images out of
a highly complex aesthetic practice. A self-trained artist,
she first encountered the Seurat dot system at the age of
11 while growing up in France, but only took up the style
for her own pursuits in 2003. Since then, she’s developed a
unique strand of pointillism that favors an increasingly multitoned palette that sometimes only features black dots and
elsewhere uses several shades at once. In a manner similar
to Seurat, Paul Signac, and other early practitioners of the
style, Sibylle’s works on paper play dazzling yet subtle light
tricks.
By stripping her compositions to the elemental contrast
between dark and bright, color and its absence, she creates
deceptively simple and spectacularly gripping pieces. Her
networks of dots convey a haunting sense of texture and
movement that seems at odds with the medium. Peering in
closer, new features and surfaces emerge, new degrees of
execution and levels of information. Sibylle’s subjects seem
both mysterious and open to close scrutinizing, as though

Yeux Brides

Ink on Paper

18” x 13”

peeling back the endless layers and levels of spot will
eventually reveal them in their truest form. As we deconstruct
the dots and seek out the spaces between them, Sibylle’s
portraits suggest the intangible complexities of the subjects
they portray.
Websites: www.sibyllestudio.com
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Sibylle.aspx
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B

right, ebulliently colorful circles and squares are the
building blocks of Isabel Santta Cecilia’s painted
collages, and yet she achieves a sense of infinite, organic
diversity and growth in even her most abstract works. Many
of the self-taught Brazilian artist’s compositions feature
floral patterns, or evoke a bouquet with circular motifs and
richly layered and rhythmic patterns. On occasion the play
of geometric forms evokes the Cubist still lifes of Picasso
and Braque, while elsewhere the overwhelming energy and
vibrancy of the collages calls to mind Pop artist Takashi
Murakami. Santta Cecilia courts this tension between
flatness and depth, perspective and surface, often moving
between abstraction and figuration within the same piece.
This contrast between pictorial depth and lush surfaces is
reflected in Santta Cecilia’s choice of colors and forms, which
veer between bold primaries and lush muted tones filling
out sharp lines or spilling over organic forms. This playful
mixing of realistic and artificial colors, rigid and flowing
forms, all contribute to the dazzlingly stylized naturalism of
Santta Cecilia’s acrylic collages. The resulting compositions
– playful circles coalescing and overlapping against strong
color fields – sometimes resemble wooded landscapes and
pots of flowers pushed to the edge of abstraction. Santta
Cecilia lets us explore this beautiful border region between
landscape painting and abstract Pop art in full bloom.

ISABEL SANTTA CECILIA

É aqui que eu quero morar

Acrylic & Collage on Canvas

31.5” x 41”

Websites: www.artesmariaisabel.blogspot.com
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Isabel_Santta_Cecilia.aspx

MAGDA HOGH

Reflektions

Acrylic on Canvas

24” x 31.5”

M

agda Hogh’s abstract paintings reflect her lifelong
passion for the beauty of the Danish countryside
where she lives and works. She re-imagines her daily rural
encounters as highly personal landscapes and uses the
canvas not only as a means of communicating the beauty
that she sees, but also the feelings she felt in that moment.
Her work conveys nature’s balance between control and
spontaneity, and she creates a dramatic tension with her
use of primarily straight lines, stunning colors and overall
composition. Fractured shapes that vacillate between
the solid and transparent conjure moods that range from
melancholy to contemplative and joyful. Light-colored,
graceful brushstrokes glow with boldly expressive shapes,
and create a poetic environment of non-figurative forms
that speak directly to the core of our aesthetic experience.
Her square shapes echo the confines of the canvas itself,
lending her work a quietly intense resonance. Her brushwork
intensifies her paintings’ surfaces, giving them a stimulating
texture. Warm, dark tones often surround bright, jagged
or rootless squares, forcefully bring home the underlying,
complex moods of these pieces. Whatever her original
inspiration, the intensity of Magda Hogh’s work is always
nourishing. She confidently uses the tools of art to her own
unique ends and speaks to us in a visual language all her
own.
Websites: www.magdahogh.dk
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Magda_Hogh.aspx
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ALBERTO QUOCO

Old Shoes
Black & White Digital Photography on Hahnemuhle Cotton Paper 20” x 28”

I

talian artist Alberto Quoco’s expressive photographs
speak of an aesthetic fervor for the sensations of motion,
stillness and time. In his early work as a dance photographer,
he experimented with photography’s expressive possibilities
in creating meaning as well as suggesting silent narratives.
Since then, his work has explored the beauty created when
light and shadow meet by capturing stunning architectural
images, sensitive and penetrating portraiture, dramatic
nature scenes and figurative works which range in mood
from contemplative to erotic, from pensive to serene.
Alberto’s style varies according to his subject matter. Some
of his work follows a realist tradition, focusing in vivid detail
on everyday objects and elevating them to meaningful
aesthetic themes. His work is also dreamlike, with time and
motion appearing to stand still while the tactile qualities of the
material world gain a transcendent luminosity. Throughout
the wide range of his styles, his work consistently conveys
messages of strength, fragility, nostalgia, or festivity.
Wherever his aesthetic muse takes him, Alberto’s lens is
always able to draw out of the visual world, the mystery that
is sometimes hidden from plain view. Alberto Quoco’s work
captures the unique visual moment, and his work invites
us to explore what he presents to us, as well as what he
inspires in us.
Websites: www.albertoquoco.com
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Alberto_Quoco.aspx

M

otivated by the beauty of the visual world, Eberhard
Vogler creates dramatic tableaux that highlight the
rich resources of the world’s natural palettes. The up-close,
physical details and the wider aesthetic inspiration each
hold equal importance in his imagery. Whether focusing on
ripples in water, tufts of wind-blown weeds or the patterns in
a line of trees, Eberhard’s work captures nature’s evocative
power in images both large-scale and intimate.
His work often contains the blue of the sea and the sky,
which usually serve as thematic backdrops to the visuals
he is exploring. The naturally occurring waves in water,
and the variations in cloud cover in his skies allow for
deeply textured scenes that fully display the lush vistas that
surround us.
His past work as a draftsman and designer have contributed
to giving Eberhard a confident visual eye for composition.
And since he does not retouch the photographs during their
development, getting the perfect image and arrangement
of colors and forms while on location is vital to the integrity
of his work. His photography does what art should do: it
connects the micro and the macro, and displays the beauty
and interdependence of the natural world through embracing
the splendor he brings forth and presents to us.

EBERHARD VOGLER

Sailboat

Photograph

22” x 33”

Websites: www.eberhard-vogler.de
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Eberhard_Vogler.aspx
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KENJI INOUE

Tokyo Johnny Guitar

Acrylic on Canvas

46” x 36”

Soul Train to Mystery

Acrylic on Canvas

63” x 51”

I

n crafting his unique and dynamic fusions of surrealism,
abstract expressionism and Pop art, Japanese painter
Kenji Inoue unveils alternate universes that are both
endearing and dizzying. Though most of his works feature
innumerable moving parts – glowing celestial forms
shooting across the canvas, playful figures leaping through
kaleidoscopic stratospheres – the overall composition
never descends into chaos. Inoue favors a gliding, balletic
vitality that keeps even his busiest pieces in order. Whether
working with a more expressive, brash style of brushstroke,
or crafting tempered, carefully rendered and smoothed
surfaces, he continually demonstrates spectacular aptitude
for generating infinite, deceptive depths of perspective.
Inoue lures us into his interplanetary subconscious with
a powerful palette of colors that is heightened by the
movement from bright regions towards murky darkness.
Vibrant characters and figures travel across moody
gradients and dark landscapes punctuated by bursts of
color – often natural forms like waves, flowers and trees.
There’s a sense of adventure, enthusiasm and optimism
in his work that even the threatening airs of malevolent
characters cannot stymie. Inoue embraces and heightens
the contrasts between hope and fear, dynamism and stasis,
casting two or more of his figures at a time into turbulent,
shifting environments whose spaces and surfaces are
unsettled, crackling with bright energy, glowing with distant
light and shimmering under radiant rainbows.
For all their stylized, otherworldly imagery and
characterizations, Inoue’s paintings are undeniably rooted
in contemporary experience. Their sense of movement,
sometimes violently overwhelming, resonates with today’s
cultural cycle, which seems to be continually accelerating.
His blend of buoyancy and guarded skepticism – conveyed
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Kenji Inoue in his Studio

in the varied cast of ebullient and severe characters, poised
and explosive compositions – elicits both enthusiasm for
the present and concern for the future. Similarly, recurring
imagery of turbulent natural forms like solitary plants
and churning seas lends Inoue’s work an environmental
resonance. Such themes are never pushed abruptly to the
fore, though. Inoue, happily, is content imagining, creating
and throwing open parallel dimensions and mysterious
universes for viewers to explore in search of their own
meanings.
Website: www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Kenji_Inoue.aspx

PATRICK GIROD

W

hen looking at a work of art, it is not enough for it only
to demand that one stands and contemplates as if to
pick up the essence of a painting by osmosis. The work of
a true artist grabs and transports the viewer to an alternate
reality in which they are engulfed. The work of Patrick Girod
is of this second kind. Working with a minimal palette—
striking black forms on stark white ground are accented by
daubs and areas of yellow, red, blue or green—his paintings
are pared down to their utmost essence, rendering them
expressive without extraneous detail. Girod’s primary
painting technique is the dripping of oil paint onto the canvas.
In some works these are left as statements of intent, but
where he feels more work is needed Girod will overlay his
images with pasted-on radiographies and more layers of oil
paint. Through building up the complexity, he adds depth
and texture. However, the main intensity of emotion and
movement remains with his initial marks that remain as the
foundations of a creative manifestation.
Girod is able to express himself so purely due to his methods
of preparation for the canvases. Before any marks are made,
he takes an emotion, an event, a happening and works on
it in his head, turning the thought over, exploring. Each is
different; some periods of contemplation are fleeting, others
take a long time, but when the time is right Girod moves
immediately, marking the canvas rapidly in a state of mind
somewhere between conscious and unconscious thought.
He is opened to the process and can pour out his feelings

Some Flowers
Oil on Plywood

23” x 8”

uninhibited, directly onto the canvas. His purity of expression
is also upheld by his loyalty to oil paints, a medium whose
color, texture and lustre cannot be reproduced by anything
else.
Patrick Girod lives in both France and Switzerland, but paints
in France, the country of his birth. His cultural origins taught
him that he cannot lie with his art, and so he approaches it
with authenticity and humility.
Websites: www.derisoart.blogspot.com
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Patrick_Girod.aspx

Patrick Girod in his Studio

Vulture and Marina Petrella

Oil on Canvas

27.5” x 19.5”
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